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THE MERVYN HEARD COLLECTION

Mervyn Heard was a renowned collector and celebrated Magic Lantern showman whose fascination in the subject 
started in 1969 when he met up with Joe Milburn and Jo Stevens and with them created a Victorian-style lantern 
show.
In 1977/78 he started his research into the work of itinerant fairground showmen and lanternists during the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries and he formed White’s Wonders in 1978, specialising in recreating magic lantern shows 
alongside his unique sense of humour and play. The shows continued until 1988 when they were replaced with Pro-
fessor Heard’s Magic Lantern Shows and Wild Beasts and Living Pictures which toured the South West of England. By 
this stage he had acquired Joe Milburn’s superb Biunial magic lantern which he used for the next 30 years and which 
will be offered in this sale.He possessed an extensive collection of research material and contributed to a number 
of films and exhibitions and gave lectures, performances and workshops throughout the UK and around the world.
He was awarded a PhD from the University of Exeter for his history of Phantasmagoria and in 2006, his much ac-
claimed book “Phantasmagoria - the Secret Life of the Magic Lantern” was published. He contributed to many of the 
Lantern Society’s publications and was Chairman between 2006 and 2011 as well as being a member of the Magic 
Circle.
He had a particular interest in Pose slides and he acquired a collection of slides and the original lanterns used by Peter 
Sellers’ parents who used to tour the country with a unique form of magic lantern entertainment.
t was always Mervyn’s wish that his Collection should be sold at auction, so that others would have the same joy of 
showing and/or collecting the slides, as he had himself enjoyed over many years.
Mervyn’s collection can be found at:
Lots 14-18
Lots 19-26, 28
Lots 31-43
Lots 48-59
Lots 71-135
Lots 144-167
Lots 202-220, 223
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Optical Toys & Moving Pictures

1. Projecting Kaleidoscope Lens for 
a Magic Lantern with Rack-Work Slide, by A 
C & F Darker, lacquered brass, in mahogany 
case, 180mm wide, circa 1880, with separate 
rack-work magic lantern slide with pieces of 
coloured glass, to be used in conjunction with 
the lens, G, (2) £300-400
 
2. “Penny a Peep”, a pen and Ink 
drawing of a man sitting by a peep show with a 
paper label on the reverse (George Andrews RA  
- a visit to Yarmouth 1866). 245mm x 315mm, 
framed and glazed, G £100-150
 
3. Unusual Miniature Zoetrope on an 
Ornate Silver Plated Base,  the base with three 
scrolled fish supporting the tin-plate drum, 
(135mm diameter and 100mm high) with two 
paper picture strips, printed on both sides with 
a dancing couple, a horse plus rider, a dolphin 
and a bird and a monkey and a dog, (with a 
printed inscription “Made in Germany”, GC & 
Co N), F £150-200
 
4. A Rare Earthenware Plate 
Commemorating Albert Smith’s ‘Mont Blanc 
to China’ Panorama, which was exhibited 
at the Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly, London. 
On the Opening Night on 22nd December 
1858, willow-patterned china plates, such as 
this, bearing Albert Smith’s portrait on the 
front and marked Copeland, 160 New Bond 
Street, London on the reverse, were on sale 
in the foyer, priced at one shilling. Literature - 
Panoramania! By Ralph Hyde, G £90-120
 
5. Mahogany and Metal 
Lanternoscope, with angled mirror, concertina 
bellows and lens with brass dial below for 
adjustment, for viewing photographic lantern 
slides, F/G, £60-80

 
6. A 19th Century black-painted 
tinplate Zoetrope or Wheel of Life,  by London 
Stereoscopic and Photographic Co., on turned 
mahogany base, F, with picture strips (10), F 
(11) £300-500
 
7. An 1851 Great Exhibition Peepshow 
‘The Industry-exhibition Edifice in London’,  
incomplete, a.f., repaired £100-150
 
8. The Brunel Thames Tunnel,  
‘Spooner’s Protean Views No. 2’ - Snow Scene 
transforming to Thames Tunnel and ‘G W’s 
Transparencies - The Thames Tunnel’, G, some 
foxing and fading (2) £150-250
 

9. The Brunel Thames Tunnel 
Souvenirs,  medallion of Marc Isambard 
Brunel’s profile made from Thames Tunnel 
clay, in original box, creamware cockle plate 
with transfer print of tunnel, three medallions, 
and ‘An Explanation of the Works of the Tunnel 
Under The Thames…’ 12th Ed., W Warrington, 
1842, G  £150-250
 
10. The Brunel Thames Tunnel 
Ephemera,  Ticket giving Permission to View 
the Works, two different glazed paper view 
cards, pictorial notepaper, prints (4), ‘An 
Explanation of the Works of the Tunnel Under 
The Thames…’ 12th Ed., W Warrington, 1839, 
and later articles (a lot) £80-120
 
11. A Thames Tunnel Peepshow to 
Commemorate the Opening 25th March 
1843,  hand-coloured lithograph, in marbled 
boards titled Simple Truths, ex-John Phillimore 
Collection, circa 1843, F  £200-300
 

12. Pocket Viewers,  Rotoscope folding 
lithographed tinplate stereoscopic viewer, with 
cards, Patheorama viewer, and various films 
and reels (a lot) £40-60
 

13. A Kinora Film Reel Viewer,  on hinged 
oak plinth, G, one lens missing, cowl repainted, 
with five reels, in maker’s boxes, F-G, boxes P
 £150-200

Magic Lanterns
 
14. Tin Plate Child’s Magic Lantern 
In Original Box with Three Boxes of Slides, 
comprising a lantern with chimney but lacks 
lens and illuminant, stamped “Perfekt,JS”, 
German, in original box plus three boxes of 
slides, one with 12 glass slides (French), one 
with 12 (probably German) and 12 English 
finely painted slides in Mahogany frames, 
each stamped Thomas Rubergall, Optician, 24 
Coventry Street, London, F/G, (qty) £30-40
 
15. Phantasmagoria Tin Plate Magic 
Lantern in Original Box, F/G £40-60
 

16. Newton & Co, Phantasmagoria 
Tin Plate Magic Lantern in Original Box with 
Instructions for use in the lid, P/F £40-60
 
17. A Russian Iron and Brass Magic 
Lantern,  with 6in brass barrel lens with rack 
and pinion focusing, condenser, reflector 
mirror and base plate, (lacks chimney), all 
contained within original wooden box, P/F, 
together with a separate box with an acetylene 
illuminant, a variety of spare lenses, bulbs, 
photo tints and the lid from a Carpenter & 
Westley Phantasmagoria Magic Lantern with 
instructions for use, P/F, (2) £20-30
 
18. A Radioptican Mirrorscope Type Tin 
Postcard Projector, Manufactured by HC White 
Co.with lens, mirrors and two chimneys, fitted 
for electricity (untested), F/G  £20-30
 
19. The Peter Sellers Collection: Peter 
Sellers’ mother Agnes (Peg) and his father Bill, 
were entertainers in the 1920’s and toured the 
country under the name of LA Burl with their 
matched pair of magic lanterns and collection 
of “Living Pose” Magic Lantern Slides. They 
would project onto a “living screen’ using 
hand-painted slides, projected onto an 
assistant dressed in a white dress, bringing 
to life these remarkable slides.Their original 
Side by Side Metal Lanterns with Dissolving 
View Apparatus and 47 Mahogany Framed 
Hand-Painted Magic Lantern Slides will be 
offered as a single unique collection. The two 
metal and brass magic lanterns each have a 
single drawer rack and pinion brass lens and 
two dissolving view fan systems. Each has its 
original carbon-arc illuminant. P/F, housed in a 
wood box with the name LA BURL painted on 
the exterior. The hand-coloured slides include 
the Opening slide of “Mdlle La Burl, Presents 
Her Transformations” and depict subjects 
including a Shell, a Grotto, a Moonlight scene, 
one in front of the Pyramids, a Dutch girl, 
one by a fountain, an Arctic scene, a Hunting 
scene, Butterflies, a Fan, a Toreador, a Spider, a 
Mermaid, etc. G, (qty) £800-1200

 

20. Twenty Magic Lantern Pose Slides,  
contained within a metal filing box. (The 
head is missing on each coloured slide and 
the projectionist would project the slide onto 
his assistant who would be dressed in white, 
and their head would then appear within the 
projected image). various sizes, G, (20)
 £150-200
 
21. Twenty Magic Lantern Pose Slides, 
contained within a metal filing box, various 
sizes, G, (20) £150-200
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22. Twenty Magic Lantern Pose Slides, 
plus three others, contained within a metal 
filing box, various sizes, G, (23) £150-200
 

23. Twenty Magic Lantern Pose Slides, 
contained within a metal filing box, various 
sizes,G, (20) £150-200

 
24. Seventeen Magic Lantern Pose 
Slides including three dissolving views of a 
lady in front of Mount Vesuvius - day, night 
and the volcano erupting, plus six others, 
contained within a metal filing box, various 
sizes,F/G, (two cracked) (23) £150-200

 
25. Twenty Magic Lantern Pose Slides, 
contained within a metal filing box, various 
sizes, G, (20) £150-200
 
26. 38 Unusual Magic Lantern Slides 
where the Bottom Half of the Image is 
Missing, F/G (one cracked),in a box, (38)
 £30-40
 

27. An Unusual 19th Century Album 
with  Pre-Printed Magic Lantern Pose Style 
Engravings, showing 22 different figures in 
sporting and other settings, including croquet 
playing, shooting, horse riding, butterfly 
collecting and rowing, but all with their heads 
missing, in the same style as Magic Lantern 
Pose slides, requiring the user to stick in 
photographs of heads in the empty spaces, 
quarto, black leather, gilt, circa 1870, F-G, 
some original photographs of heads pasted in,
 £30-40
 
28. A Fine Mahogany cased, Biunial 
Magic Lantern believed to have been 
manufactured by Wrench & Sons, with two 
triple drawer telescopic brass lens barrels 
with rack and pinion focusing, 16in projection 
lenses, brass vertical dissolve, four side 
inspection doors with glass viewing apertures 
with brass covers, two condenser lenses, brass 
carrying handles, tinplate cowl and corrugated 
tin chimney, on a mahogany base, fitted with 
modern illumination with a separate Alphapack 
transformer and control unit (untested), two 
heat protectors and the two original limelight 
illuminants. This was Mervyn’s Professional 
lantern that he used in his numerous shows. 
Together with two aluminium carrying cases 
and a separate wooden box, G £2000-3000
 
29. A mahogany and brass Magic 
Lantern,  lacks illuminant, F, altered, chimney 
repainted, with live box, Cullwick brass slide 
changer and 3¼sq. in. slides of Spain and 
Portugal (62) £60-80
 
30. A W C Hughes & Co lightweight 
aluminium Magic Lantern,  with electric 
illuminant, rewired, in metal case, G, 1930s, 
with various slides £40-60
 
31. Victorian/Edwardian Magic Lantern 
Projection Screen, with Bamboo Poles and 
White Sheet with Brass Eyelets, (in modern golf 
bag) F/G, (2) £20-30
 
32. Modern Projection Screen, as used 
by Mervyn in many of his shows, G (2) £20-30

Long Wooden Slides
 

33. Two Early Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Painted Long Procession Slides of Ghouls 
and Devils, 432mm x 101mm and 486mm x 
102mm, F/G (2) £30-50
 
34. Three Early Mahogany-Framed 
Hand-Painted Long Procession Slides, one 
with six figures on including one with what 
looks like a peepshow on his back (479mm x 
95mm), one with horned devils on (396mm x 
112mm) and one with dentists on (433mm x 
88mm), G (3) £30-50

 

35. Three Early Mahogany-Framed 
Hand-Painted Long Procession Slides, all 
relating to a man running away with the 
Monument, (474mm x96mm, 303mm x 76mm 
and 293mm x 79mm), F/G, (3) £30-40
 

36. Five Mahogany-Framed  Long Magic 
Lantern Slides and five loose ones, three 
recounting the story of Paul et Virginie (each 
397mm x 101mm) and five more loose and 
out of frames, one royal procession (311mm 
x 81mm) and the nose grinder (296mm x 
72mm), F/G, (10) £30-40

 
37. 19 Early Mahogany-Framed Finely-
Painted Long Magic Lantern Slides,  each 
382mm x 102mm, 13 of animals and 6 of 
flowers, G (19) £70-100
 

38. Ten Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Painted Long Magic Lantern Slides, various 
sizes of circa 368mm x 102mm and 380mm x 
100mm, including devils and comic figures, G 
(10) £50-70
 
39. Seven Early Mahogany-Framed 
Hand-Coloured Long Magic Lantern Slides, 
485mm x 104mm, various animals going into 
Noah’s Ark, comic figures and a stag hunt, G (7)
 £30-50
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46. Eleven Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Long Magic Lantern Slides, of various 
sizes, two of comical characters (407mm x 
110mm), three astronomical slides (435mm x 
100mm), one moving astronomical panoramic 
slide of the moon (355mm x 95mm) (frame 
unstuck) and five with more comical characters 
(362mm x 102mm), F/G, (11) £30-40
 
47. Collection of Miscellaneous 
Mahogany-Framed Magic Lantern Long 
Slides, various sizes and including twenty-
six mahogany-framed long slides and 22 long 
pieces of glass for repair, P/F, (quantity)
 £20-30

Dissolves & other Sets
 

48. Two Mahogany- mounted Hand-
Tinted Magic Lantern Dissolve slides, of a 
dancing girl with a tambourine in her hand 
dissolving into a dancing skeleton, each with 
printed quotes from Proverbs, part obscured, 
G, stamped TH McAllister, NY (2)  £30-50
 

49. A Mahogany-mounted  Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slide Dissolve Set of 
a Castle on the Rhine, day and night scenes, G 
(2) £30-40
 

50. Two Mahogany-Mounted Rackwork 
Slides and Two Hand-Coloured Static Slides of 
Fountains,  one stamped Burls Stage Draperies 
and the other two, stamped Merkelbach & Co., 
Amsterdam, G (4) £60-80
 
51. The Wizard - Two Mahogany-
Mounted Hand-Coloured Magic Lantern 
Slides, one a lever slide of the wizard raising 
his wand above a cauldron and the other, a 
rackwork slide of devices and ghouls, G (2)
 £60-80
 

52. The Wizard - Two Mahogany-
Mounted Magic Lantern Slides, one a hand-
tinted lever slide of the wizard and a hand-
coloured rack-work slide of ghouls, a skeleton 
and a witch, F/G, (2) £40-60
 

53. Five Mahogany-mounted Hand-
Coloured Dissolving View Magic Lantern 
Slides, three slides showing the Castle of St 
Angelo in Rome with a firework effect and two 
more of St Peter’s and the Castle, day and night 
scenes and a further firework effect, G (5)
 £40-60
 

54. Two Pairs of Mahogany-Mounted 
Dissolving View Magic Lantern Slides, one 
a hand coloured view of Niagara Falls with a 
rainbow effect and the other a hand-tinted set 
entitled “The Handwriting on the Wall”, G (4)
 £30-50
 

55. The Three Bears - Nine Finely 
Painted Mahogany-Mounted Magic Lantern 
Slides,  each stamped Carpenter & Westley, G, 
(9) £70-100
 
56. Lord Bateman - A Set of 12 
Mahogany-Mounted Hand-Coloured Magic 
Lantern Slides, each stamped King and 
with a separate hand-written reading and a 
printed booklet entitled “The Loving Ballad 
of Lord Bateman” with illustrations by George 
Cruikshank, 1851. F/G,(13) £70-100
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

40. Twelve Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Painted Copper Plate Sliders, Each with three 
circular pictures which include a skeleton, a 
dancing bear, ghouls, various comic figures 
and animals, 353mm x 95mm, F/G (12), in a 
Carpenter & Westley slide box £30-50
 

41. Twelve Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Painted Long Magic Lantern Slides, Each with 
comic figures and approx 364mm x 100mm, G, 
(12) £40-60
 

42. Fourteen Mahogany-Framed Long 
Magic Lantern Slides plus five blanks, various 
sizes and condition, F/G, (19) £30-40
 

43. Eleven Early Mahogany-Framed 
Hand-Coloured Long Magic Lantern Slides,  
each 390mm x 105mm, various subjects 
including Imperial Circus, processions and 
devils, in wood box, G, (11) £30-50

44. Nine Early Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Long Magic Lantern Slides, seven 
302mm x 77mm and two 261mm x 67mm, 
including various images of devils and ghouls, 
F/G, (9) £30-40
 
45. Twelve Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Long Magic Lantern Slides, each 
302mm x 77mm, including images of comical 
characters, street entertainers, sailing ships 
and animals, F/G, (12) £30-40
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57. Lost London - 12 Mahogany-
Mounted Hand-Tinted and Photographic 
Magic Lantern Slides, including images of 
Cheapside, Cockspur Street,London Bridge, 
Tottenham Court Road, the Strand and views 
on the Thames, G, (12) £70-100
 

58. Seven Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slides with Nautical 
Scenes, including one of Lord Nelson (a/f), one 
possibly of Captain Cook, a paddle steamer and 
a steam ship, a raft, and a hand-painted slipping 
slide of a naval ship with a steam launch and a 
double-slipping slide showing shells exploding, 
G, (7) £70-100

59. Nine Miscellaneous Mahogany-
Mounted Hand-Coloured and Hand-Tinted 
Dissolving View Effect Magic Lantern Slides,  
Including The Wood Nymph’s Bath and The 
Drunkard, G, (9) £40-60

60. Twelve Miscellaneous Mahogany 
Framed Hand-Coloured Dissolve Effect Magic 
Lantern Slides, comprising two mechanical 
slides, one showing a moonlit castle (glass 
cracked) and a lever slide with a night view and 
ten static effect slides,   F/G, (12) £30-40
 
61. Two Mahogany- Mounted Hand-
Painted Magic Lantern Dissolve Slides of a 
Church and Fifteen Others , comprising two 
dissolve slides of a church in summer and 
winter and fifteen static slides of churches and 
castles, both day and night scenes, including 
Carisbrooke, Alhambra, Tintern Abbey, St 
Peters and inside the Vatican,  G, (17) £40-60
 
62. Nine Mahogany-Mounted Static 
Hand-Painted Magic Lantern Slides with 
Nautical Scenes, including two dissolving slides 
of a ship in a storm and two hand-painted 
slides by Carpenter & Westley, F/G, (9) £30-40
 

63. Seventeen Mahogany-Mounted 
Static Hand-Coloured Magic Lantern Slides 
with Various Country Scenes, including 
Murano, Jedburgh Abbey, Devils Glen and 
Stromboli, G, (17) £30-40
 
64. Eight Mahogany-Mounted Static 
Coloured Magic Lantern Slides of Chinese 
Scenes including a Raree PeepShow, F/G, (8)
 £30-40
 
65. Two Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Part Sets of Cinderella and Robinson 
Crusoe,  comprising eight slides from Robinson 
Crusoe and nine (out of 10) of Cinderella, G, 
(17) £30-40
 
66. Seventeen Mahogany-Mounted 
Hand-Coloured Magic Lantern Slides, including 
Dissolves, of the Story of Dick Whittington,  
as performed on Doug & Anita Lear’s Magic 
Lantern Narrowboat, with reading,  G (missing 
No 14), (17) £50-80
 
67. Set of 12 Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slides of Sinbad the 
Sailor, F/G, (one slide cracked), (12) £40-60
 
68. Set of 12 Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slides of Dick Turpin, 
F/G, (12) £30-40
 
69. Seven Mahogany-Framed 
Lithographic Magic Lantern Dissolve Slides of 
The Four Seasons and Eddystone Lighthouse, 
comprising four slides showing a canal scene 
in Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter and 
Eddystone Lighthouse during the day, at night 
and in a storm,  P/F, (7) £20-30
 
70. Three Magic Lantern Story Slide 
Sets, including “A Peep Behind The Scenes” - 36 
coloured Life Model slides; “Reynard the Fox” - 
12 transfer printed coloured slides with original 
reading; and, “The Story of Little Muck” - 12 
transfer printed coloured slides with original 
reading, F/G, (some slides cracked), (3) £30-50

Photographic Slides
 
71. 7 Pairs of Hand-Tinted Magic 
Lantern Dissolve Slides and 27 Effect Slides for 
Dissolving Views, including Clifton Suspension 
Bridge, Venice, America and Rock of Ages, 
F/G,(34) £30-40
 
72. 29 Magic Lantern Announcement 
Slides and 7 Curtain Slides, including Welcome, 
Good Evening, Good Night, Silence, Merry 
Christmas, etc., G, (36) £30-40
 
73. 21 Magic Lantern Title Slides for Life 
Model and Other Story Sets, including Her 
Benny, Tatters, Stumpy Sam and Rare Metal, G, 
(21) £30-40
 

74. Collection of 43 Magic Lantern 
Slides relating to the Magic Lantern and 
other entertainment,  including images of four 
lanternists (three with lanterns), 12 of lantern 
related images, 2 of Punch & Judy shows, 5 
lantern registration slides, 7 of fairs (including 
Wild Beasts & Living Pictures), one of Mr GR 
Sims and one of the Polytechnic Magazine, G, 
(45) £30-40
 
75. Collection of 25 Magic Lantern Slides 
relating to the Circus and other Entertainment, 
including circus performers and their animals, 
a bearded lady in a wooden frame, a six slide 
story set, “One on the Smart Clown”, a part set 
“The Baby Elephant”, seaside pierrot and 4 of 
the Great Wheel in different locations, G, (25)
 £30-40
 
76. Magic Lantern Slide Story - The 
Yorkshire Man & The Irish Ghost, set of 25 
coloured magic lantern slides (plus two spare 
of No 11),G,(27) £30-40
 
77. Magic Lantern Slide Christmas 
Story  - Gabriel Grub, various magic lantern 
slide types - hand-coloured mahogany-framed 
panoramic slipping slide of Gabriel Grub in a 
night time scene walking past a snowbound 
house, a church and then through a graveyard, 
with 18 coloured  slides, 8 of which are 
dissolves, G,(19) £70-100
 
78. 37 Magic Lantern Slides of 
Ballooning Interest, 37 slides including a story 
set of 12, entitled “Balloonatics”, a part set (17) 
of a Primus story and 3 photographic images of 
balloons, G, (37) £40-60
 
79. 20 Magic Lantern Slides on The 
History of Tea & The History of Bread,  two 10 
slide sets of coloured magic lantern slides, G, 
(20) £30-40
 
80. 39 Magic Lantern Slides on Coal 
Mining, including a story set of 10 slides, “The 
History of Coal”, G, (39) £30-40
 
81. Two Magic Lantern Slide Stories: 
Little Nell and The Wicked Overseer, two 
coloured Magic Lantern slide Story sets, 23 
slides of “Little Nell” (missing Nos 6 & 8) and 
13 slides of “The Wicked Overseer”, G, (36)
 £30-40
 
82. 37 Magic Lantern Slides of Railway 
Interest,  including Life Model stories, “The 
Signal Box”(15 slides) and “The Level Crossing” 
(11 slides) and “Everyday Heroes”, G, (37)
 £30-40
 
83. Planes, Trains & Automobiles - a 
Medley of 29 Magic Lantern Slides,  including 
planes (2), trains (11), automobiles (7 including 
an American size slide), paddle steamers (3), 
trolley buses (3), bicycles (2) and a pony and 
trap (1), F/G, (29) £30-40
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84. 28 Magic Lantern Slides of Lifeboat 
Interest, 28 Magic Lantern slides including Life 
Model stories of “The Lifeboat” by GR Sims - 9 
coloured slides; “Women of Mumbles Head”- 
8 coloured slides; and 11 photographic images 
of fisherman including five images of lifeboat 
launching, G, (28) £30-40
 

85. Alphabet Magic Lantern Slides, 26 
coloured slides, A-Z with captions and comic 
images on each with figures forming the letters 
of the alphabet, G, (26) £30-40
 
86. Collection of 27 Extremely Rare 
Erotic and Pornographic Black & White 
Photographic Magic Lantern Slides, 
comprising 13 erotic slides of bedtime scenes 
and naked ladies, eight  pornographic slides 
(8.2mm x 8.2mm) and a further six American 
format pornographic slides (102mm x 82mm), 
(WARNING: some very graphic images), G,(27)
 £200-250
 

87. Magic Lantern Life Model Slides - 
“Ten Nights in a Bar Room”, the complete set 
of 24 slides plus two title slides, G, (26) £30-40
 
88. Collection of approx 71 
Miscellaneous Magic Lantern Life Model 
Slides - Temperance,  Band of Hope and 
Drinking Interest, including part Life Model 
sets of An Old Story, The Gin Shop, Gin Fiend, 
The Dragon’s Teeth, and others, in colour and 
black & white, in a wooden box, G, (qty) £30-40
 

89. Magic Lantern Life Model Story 
Slides - “Self-Made Fetters”, 9 coloured and 
black & white slides plus one spare black & 
white slide No 9, F/G, (10) £30-40

98. “The Treasury Of Rampsinitus - A 
Tale of Egypt by a Mummy, 3000 Years Old”- 
Magic Lantern Slide Story, 21 coloured and 
black & white slides plus 8 spare slides, F/G, 
(29)  £30-40
 
99. Four Magic Lantern Slide Stories, 
Two Ducks and a Frog - 12 coloured slides; The 
Rope Trick - 9 coloured slides; Professor Feeler, 
The Renowned Phrenologist - 6 coloured slide 
plus one spare; Donkey & The Mill - 12 coloured 
slides, G, (40) £30-40 

100. Miscellaneous Comic Magic Lantern 
Slides, World Inverted - 8 coloured slides; 
Human Shadows - 5 coloured slides; puns and 
jokes - 10 coloured slides; and Jones’ Baby - 4 
coloured slides, F/G, (27) £30-40
 

101. Two Magic Lantern Slide Stories, 
Jacko, The Brazilian Ape - 14 coloured slides; 
and, Barber and Dog - 12 coloured slides, F/G, 
(26) £30-40
 

102. Four Magic Lantern Slide Stories, 
John Hampden - 6 coloured slides; Tim’s 
First Speech - 6 coloured slides; Little Jim - 6 
coloured slides; and, The Mistletoe Bough - 9 
coloured slides, F/G, (27) £30-40
 

103. Four Magic Lantern Slide Stories, 
Christies Old Organ - 20 coloured slides; Apple-
Stealers and Monk - 9 coloured slides; Sambo’s 
Five Senses - 5 coloured slides; and, The 
Gossips - 3 coloured slides, F/G,(37) £30-40
 
104. Two Magic Lantern Slide Stories - 
The Fearful Tragedy of Macbeth, one in colour 
- 14 slides; and one in black & white - 17 slides, 
F/G, (31) £30-40
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

 
90. Collection of Four Temperance 
Magic Lantern Slide Stories, Whisky Demon 
-12 coloured slides; Exciting Adventures of a 
Temperance Lecturer - 7 slides; Greatest Plague 
of Life - 12 slides; and Water is Good Enough - 
4 slides, plus two American format slides, one 
comparing drinking habits between 1875 and 
1892 and the other of a drunk leaning on a 
lamp-post, G, (37) £30-40

91. Collection of Five Magic Lantern 
Slide Stories, The Artful Convict - 6 slides; Ping 
Pong - 6 slides plus 3 others; The Owls - 9 slides; 
The Factory Chimney - 4 slides (part) and The 
Passions - 3 slides (part comic set relating to 
dentistry, and a larger slide (93mm x 97mm) of 
a ship at sea, G, (32) £30-40
 
92. Four Magic Lantern Slide Stories, 
The Nightmare - 8 Black & White slides, G; 
Hostile Neighbours - 10 coloured slides, G; The 
Freaks of a Prize Ox - 8 coloured slides, G; and 
The Man ‘Eatin Tiger - 5 coloured slides, P/F, 
(31) £30-40
 
93. Two Bill Adams Coloured Magic 
Lantern Slide Stories, How Bill Adams Won the 
Battle of Waterloo - 13 slides; and Bill Adams 
Ordered South - 16 slides, in a wooden slide 
box, G, (29) £40-60
 
94. Two Bill Adams Coloured Magic 
Lantern Slide Stories, How Bill Adams Won the 
Battle of Waterloo - 11 slides, different edition; 
and Bill Adams Ordered South - 15 slides, in 
a wooden slide box, some slides cracked, P/F, 
(26) £30-40
 
95. How Jones Became a Mason - Magic 
Lantern Comic Slide Story, 12 coloured slides 
(101mm x 82mm) plus 5 spare black & white 
slides and a wooden American slide carrier, G, 
(18) £30-40
 
96. Two Magic Lantern Slide Stories, 
Witches Frolic - 11 coloured slides; and, Gossip 
about Fairies - 31 coloured slides, G, (42)
 £30-40
 
97. Four Magic Lantern Slide Stories, 
The Wrong Trousers - 9 coloured slides, F/G; 
Great Expectations - 8 coloured slides, G; 
Moonlight Serenader - 6 coloured slides, 
G; and, Ye Legend of Ye Haunted Cellar - 4 
coloured slides (part), P/F, (27) £30-40
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105. Four Magic Lantern Slide Stories, 
Curfew Must Not Ring Tonight - 10 coloured 
slides; Billy’s Rose - 12 coloured Life Model 
slides; In The Workhouse - 8 coloured Life 
Model slides; and, The Better Land - 8 coloured, 
Life Model slides, F/G, (38) £30-40

 
106. 3¼sq. in. Four Magic Lantern Slide 
Stories, The Discoveries of Columbus - 12 
coloured slides; The Mischievous Puppy - 9 
coloured slides; Miss Popp’s Pet - 9 black 
& white slides and Reading (within the 
accompanying booklet -’Miscellaneous Tales”; 
and, The Newlyweds and Their Baby - 9 
coloured slides, G, (40) £30-40

 107. 3¼sq. in. Two Magic Lantern Life 
Model Slide Stories, Jane Conquest - 18 
coloured slides; and, The Lost Purse - 24 
coloured slides (missing slides 2 and 26), F/G, 
(42) £30-40
 

108. 3¼sq. in. Four Magic Lantern 
Life Model Slide Stories, The Magic Wand 
- 9 coloured slides; The Road to Heaven - 8 
coloured slides; Enoch Arden - 16 coloured 
slides; The Great Stone - 12 coloured slides. 
F/G, (45) £30-40

 109. 3¼sq. in. Two Magic Lantern Slide 
Stories, The Trial of Sir Jasper - 25 coloured 
slides plus spare title slide; and, An Elegy 
Written in a Country Churchyard - 19 coloured 
slides, F/G, (44) £30-40
 
110. 3¼sq. in. Four Magic Lantern Life 
Model Slide Stories, Anchored - 10 coloured 
slides; Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep - 7 
coloured slides; Kathleen Mavourneen - 9 
coloured slides; and, Snow White and the Red 
Rose - 9 coloured slides, G, (35) £30-40
 
111. 3¼sq. in. Four Magic Lantern Life 
Model Slide Stories, Ora Pro Nobis - 8 coloured 
slides; Abide with me - 6 coloured slides; My 
Euphaneron - 13 black & white slides; and, 
Molly’s Grudge - 14 coloured slides, F/G, (41)
 £30-40
 
112. 3¼sq. in. Four Magic Lantern Life 
Model Slide Stories, Shag and the Doll - 10 
black & white slides; Self-Made Fetters - 6 black 
and white slides; Rhoda - 8 coloured slides; 
Kate Maloney - 6 coloured slides, G, (30)
 £30-40
 
113. 3¼sq. in. Four Drawers containing 
approx 268 Miscellaneous Magic Lantern Life 
Model Slides, in colour and black & white, 
including 13 by Graystone Bird, F/G, (qty)
 £30-40

 114. 3¼sq. in. Three Magic Lantern Life 
Model Slide Song Stories and one other, When 
the Fields are White with Daisies - 8 coloured 
slides, G; Skylarks, Skylarks - 18 coloured slides, 
G; Asleep in the Deep - 12 coloured slides, P; 
and, Old Actor’s Story - 17 coloured slides,G, 
(55) £30-40
 

115. 3¼sq. in. Three Magic Lantern Life 
Model Slide Song Stories, If Those Lips Could 
Only Speak - 17 coloured slides, F/G; Veteran’s 
Song - 15 coloured slides, F/G; and, Oh, You 
Beautiful Doll - 19 coloured slides, G, (51)
 £30-40
 
116. 3¼sq. in. Two Drawers of approx 
160 Miscellaneous Magic Lantern Song Slides, 
including 4 American format slides, F/G, (qty)
 £30-40

 117. 3¼sq. in. Two Drawers of approx 142 
Miscellaneous Magic Lantern Nursery Rhyme 
Story Slides, including sets and part sets of 
Dick Whittington, The Jackdaw of Rheims, Cock 
Robin, Tiger & the Tub, Pied Piper, Red Riding 
Hood and Pussy’s Road to Ruin. F/G, (qty)
 £30-40
 

118. 3¼sq. in. The Life of Gladstone 
and his Funeral Procession, black and white 
photographic magic lantern slides, G, (32)
 £30-40
 
119. 3¼sq. in. Two Drawers of approx 
173   Magic Lantern Slides of London, including 
photographic, black & white and hand-tinted,  
and coloured lithographic slides including the 
series “Old London”, F/G, (qty)  £50-100
 
120. 3¼sq. in. Four Drawers of approx 
297 Magic Lantern Slides of Africa, The 
Transvaal, Sudan, Egypt etc, black & white 
and hand-tinted photographic and coloured 
lithograph slides, F/G, (qty) £30-40
 
121. 3¼sq. in. Two Drawers of approx 
275 Miscellaneous Religious Magic Lantern 
Slides, coloured and black & white slides, F/G, 
(qty) £30-40
 
122. 3¼sq. in. Box of 80 Magic Lantern 
Slides of Queen Victoria, her Funeral 
Procession and other Royalty,  coloured and 
black & white photographic and printed slides,    
F/G, (80) £30-40
 
123. 3¼sq. in. John Gough - A Famous 
Orator,  Magic Lantern Story Slides in a box, 45 
coloured printed slides, G, (45) £30-40
 
124. 3¼sq. in. Polar Exploration - 60 
Magic Lantern Slides,  photographic and 
printed, in two boxes, F/G, (60) £30-40
 
125. 3¼sq. in. Alice In Wonderland 
- Magic Lantern Story Slides, coloured 
lithograph slides, G, (41) £30-40
 

126. 3¼sq. in. 10 Photographic Magic 
Lantern Slides of Bobsleighing in Davos, 
Switzerland and Horse Racing on Ice, possibly 
in St Moritz, Lady and Gentlemen climbers 
and Ice Skating on a frozen lake, photographic 
slides, F/G, (one slide cracked) (10) £30-40
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145. An Early Phantasmagoria Wood-
Framed Hand-Painted  Slipping Magic Lantern 
Slide,  of a lady’s head which turns to reveal 
a gruesome skull, F/G, crack on cover glass, 
stamped Harris & Co., Holborn, G £40-60
 

146. Two Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Painted  Lever Magic Lantern Slides,  one, an 
early slide of a dentist pulling a tooth, only to 
pull the man’s head off, G, and a cat fishing for 
goldfish, G,(2) £40-60
 

147. Six Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Single-Slipper Comic Magic Lantern 
Slides,  of a man with moving eyes and a pigtail, 
a farmer with a pig, a clown and a policeman, 
a man with a clock face, a man looking in a 
mirror and two boys with a cannon, G, (6)
 £30-50
 

148. Six Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Single-Slipper Comic Magic Lantern 
Slides,  of an acrobat on a horse, a man with 
moving eyes, a juggler with a ball, a man with 
a platter, a juggler with a girl and a tailor with 
moving eyes, F/G, (6) £30-50
 
149. Six Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Single-Slipper Comic Magic Lantern 
Slides,  of a witch on a goose, two men with 
growing noses, a girl with two rabbits, a jester, 
a dancing clown and a sailor with an exploding 
cannon, F/G, (6) £30-50
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

135. Three Wooden Four Drawer 
Cabinets Suitable for Holding 3¼sq. in. Magic 
Lantern Slides,  F/G, (3) £20-30
 
136. Ten Mahogany-Framed 3¼sq. in. 
Magic Lantern Slides plus another Glass 
Framed Slide, comprising a coloured Good 
Night slide, five framed photographic slides of 
the Crystal Palace (one exterior view and four 
internal) and four relating to Queen Victoria, 
plus a slide with a colour etched glass panel, G, 
(11),  £20-30
 
137. Large Collection of Approx 1,450 
3¼sq. in. Photographic Magic Lantern Slides, 
including views of England (Lake District, 
Yorkshire, Clifton Suspension Bridge and the 
building of Liverpool Cathedral), European 
and World views, religious and social history), 
contained in 15 wooden boxes and loose, F/G, 
(qty) £250-300
 
138. A Professional Photographer’s 
Collection of Several Thousand 35mm 
Photographic Slides of the UK, Europe and 
North Africa, G, (qty) £10-20
 
139. Quantity of 16mm Film Reels, 
including Women’s Liberation Demonstration 
in 1970, Belfast   barricaded police station, 
Vendino Pact (post punk group), Battersea 
Power Station, Trains at Clapham Junction, etc, 
F, (qty) £10-20
 
140. 3¼sq. in.  Coloured Photographic 
Magic Lantern Slides of the Royal Russell 
School,  founded in Russell Hill, Purley in 1850s 
as school for orphans of ‘warehousemen and 
clerks’, showing life in school, 1890s, G (95)
 £100-150
 
141. George Washington Wilson 3¼sq. 
in.  Photographic Magic Lantern Slides ‘A Visit 
to Cambridge’,  1890s, VG (36) £30-50
 
142. 3¼sq. in. Magic Lantern Slide Sets,  
Samuel Johnson (50), Newton - Building the 
Panama Canal (36) and relating to The Bronte 
Sisters (45) (a lot) £50-80
 
143. 3¼sq. in. Magic Lantern Slides,  
Boer War - wrecked locomotive and others, 
UK - steamboat, crews, landscapes, Brighton 
College, possibly Thames punting, and 
negatives, including Gauge One live steam 
garden railway and contact prints, circa 1900 
to 1910 (qty) £40-60

Slippers, Panoramas & Levers
 
144. An Early Phantasmagoria 
Mahogany-Framed Double-Slipping Hand- 
Painted Magic Lantern Slide,  of a skull with 
two separate moving panels of glass, one 
making its eyes move and the other moving its 
lower jaw,  F/G £40-60

 

 127. 3¼sq. in. 110 Magic Lantern Slides 
of the USA and Canada, Including colour and 
hand-tinted photographic images of New York, 
Niagara Falls and shipping, including paddle 
steamers, in a box,   F/G, (110) £30-40
 
128. 3¼sq. in. 50 Magic Lantern Slides 
of the Paris Exhibition in 1900, photographic 
slides in a wood box, G, (50) £30-40
 
129. 3¼sq. in. 50 Magic Lantern Slides 
of South Wales with reading, photographic 
slides, many hand-tinted,in wood slide box, G, 
(50) £30-40
 
130. 3¼sq. in. 101 Magic Lantern Slides 
of Ships and the Navy, photographic (many 
hand-tinted) and lithographic, F/G, in two 
boxes with lantern reading “The Emigrant’s 
Voyage” (reading in very poor condition and 
torn) (101)  £30-40
 

131. 3¼sq. in. 34 Magic Lantern and 
Cinema Advertising Slides, including 6 for 
Quaker Oats, 2 for Cocoa and 11 war-related 
and/or recruitment slides,   F/G, (34)  £30-40
 
132. Collection of approx 590 
Miscellaneous 3¼sq. in. Story Magic Lantern 
Slides contained within a Six Drawer Magic 
Lantern Slide Cabinet with Brass Handles and 
a separate box,  various subjects, F/G, (qty)
 £40-60
 
133. Collection of approx 524 
Miscellaneous Photographic 3¼sq. in. Magic 
Lantern Slides including some Woodbury 
slides contained within a Four Drawer Cabinet 
with Brass Handles and two separate boxes,  
various subjects, F/G, (qty) £40-60
 

134. Collection of approx 900 
Miscellaneous Photographic 3¼sq. in. Magic 
Lantern Slides contained within a Nine Drawer 
Cabinet with Brass Handles,  various subjects, 
including several Woodbury Slides, F/G, (qty)
 £40-60
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150. Six Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Double-Slipper Comic Magic Lantern 
Slides,  of a ghost ship, Castle of Lake Maggiore 
with serenader, man eating rats (Carpenter 
& Westley), two sword fighters, a tight rope 
walker and a steam ship coming in and going 
out of a harbour, G, (6) £50-70
 

151. Six Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Single-Slipper Circus Magic Lantern 
Slides,  of a girl on horseback, a clown balancing 
on two chairs, a clown and a policeman, a 
clown on a gallows, a man waving flags on a 
horse and a Far Eastern man with moving eyes, 
G, (6) £30-50
 

152. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Lever Comic Magic Lantern Slides,  
of an old lady skipping between a soldier and a 
sailor, a lady skipping with a farmer to the side 
and a lady rubbing a man’s leg, G, (3) £40-60
 

153. Five Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Lever and Slipping Magic Lantern 
Slides,  comprising a lever effect slide of a 
ghostly figure pointing with her arm and four 
slipping slides, one of a wizard conjuring up a 
knight, a man having a bad dream, a barber 
revealing a skull and a ghoul, G, (5) £50-70
 
154. Four Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slides,  comprising 
three lever slides of a couple in a rocking 
boat, a couple by a bathing hut in the sea and 
a stranded couple standing on a rock in the 
sea (lacks lever) and a single slipper slide of a 
dancing sailor,  F/G, (4) £30-50

155. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Lever Slides,  
comprising a man pulling a face, a man and his 
horse drinking outside a pub and a boat full of 
people rocking on the sea, G, (3) £40-60
 

156. Two Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Painted  Magic Lantern Slides,  comprising an 
unusual double glass levered lantern slide of a 
juggler on stage with his arms and legs moving 
separately and a double levered silhouette 
slide of a man fighting with a lion, G, (2)
 £60-80
 

157. Six Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Single-Slipper Comic Magic Lantern 
Slides,  of a man chopping off a nose, three 
soldiers losing their heads, a monkey sitting on 
a bed, clown and a genie jar, an acrobat and a 
genie (a/f),  G, (6) £30-50
 

158. Four Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Double-Slipper Magic Lantern 
Slides,  of a lion at a show, a lion with moving 
eyes and jaw, a shadow-show showman and 
four Chinese acrobats, G, (4) £30-50
 
159. Four Mahogany and Two Wood-
Framed Hand-Coloured Single-Slipper Magic 
Lantern Slides,  of a man with a pig, a woman 
punching a man, a fairy saying good night, a 
judge with moving eyes, a witch and a camel, 
F/G, (6) £30-50
 

160. A Mahogany-Framed Panoramic 
Magic Lantern Slide of a Procession of Soldiers 
and an early Wood-mounted Long Lever slide 
of a gentleman and a lady, F/G, (2) £30-50
 

161. Six Mahogany-Framed Single-
Slipper Magic Lantern Slides,  of a man 
smoking a pipe, a lady on a donkey, Turtle 
Soup, a lady taking a pinch of snuff, nice pear/
pair and a vicar with moving eyes, F/G, (8)
 £30-40

162. Eight Mahogany-Framed Single-
Slipper Magic Lantern Slides,  of a girl with a 
growing nose, a man playing the flute, a girl 
dancing, a girl smoking, a sailor, a clown on 
the gallows, a man with loaves of bread and a 
clown, F/G, (8) £30-40
 

163. Mahogany-mounted Hand-Coloured 
Panoramic Slide of a Train passing over a 
Viaduct, G,  £50-70
 
164. Three Mahogany-Mounted and 
Framed Magic Lantern Slides of Ballooning 
Interest,  one a hand-painted panoramic 
slipping slide of a balloon passing over a 
temple, a static slide of a balloon passing over 
the countryside and a hand-painted slipping 
slide of Green’s Balloon with fireworks, G, (3)
 £60-80
 
165. An Early and Unusual Long Wooden 
Slide with Three Odd Shapes Cut-out with 
Images Depicting a Skeleton Dancing with a 
Ghost, G, £30-50
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166. Two Boxes Containing Mahogany-
Framed Slipping Slides and others for Repair 
plus Various Blank Slide Frames and Slide 
Carriers, F/G, (qty) £20-30
 
167. Three Early Mahogany-Framed 
Hand-Painted Magic Lantern Slipping Slides, 
one stamped Carpenter & Westley of an actor 
holding a skull and with his eyes moving, a 
white stallion being attacked by a lion and a 
smoker with a clay pipe, G, (3) £30-40
 
168. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping and Lever 
Slides, one with two slipping glasses showing a 
man in a barrel being hit with a broom, G, one 
with two levers showing a traveller raising his 
hat, P/F, (glass cracked) and a lever slide of a 
cat, P/F, (lever detached), (3) £30-40
 
169. A Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Painted Magic Lantern Slipping Slide, of a 
photographer, G £20-30
 
170. Five Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Lever Slides,  of a 
fairground swing, a minstrel on horseback, a 
washer-woman and a devil, a monkey and a 
goldfish bowl and a skipping girl, G, (5)
 £60-90
 
171. Five Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Lever Slides,  of a 
washer-woman, a lady rubbing a man’s leg, a 
bill poster, a skipping boy and a skipping pirate, 
G, (5) £60-90
 
172. Six Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Lever Slides,  of a 
minstrel on a boy, a bucking horse, a feeding 
horse, another feeding horse, a lady on 
horseback and a groom brushing a horse, G, (6)
 £60-90
 
173. Six Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Lever Slides,  of a 
barrel organ player raising his hat, a drinking 
swan, a lady rocking a baby (stamped Carpenter 
& Westley), a blacksmith, a dying camel and a 
comical boy (lacking lever), F/G, (6) £60-80
 
174. Eight Mahogany-Mounted 
Advertising Magic Lantern Lever Slides,  
including two lever slides for Pears Soap (one 
of a boy blowing bubbles and the other of a 
lady washing a boy) and six static slides for 
Grant’s Cherry Brandy, Lifebuoy Soap, Vinyl 
Soap, Orlando Jones Starch, Fry’s Chocolate 
and Bird’s Custard, G, (8) £40-60
 
175. Five Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Mechanical Magic Lantern Slides 
with Nautical Interest,  comprising two lever 
slides, one of a man on a raft, G, and a rocking 
ship, P/F, (glass cracked) and three slipping 
slides, G, one of a pirate with thee changing 
faces, a dancing sailor and a one legged and 
one armed man touching his cap, F/G, (5)
 £40-60
 

184. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides of 
Circus Interest,  including a Ringmaster with a 
Good Night sign, a clown and a baby, a juggler, 
a dancing clown, a clown on a kicking mule, a 
clown juggling his head, a man balancing on 
ladders and a juggling knife thrower, G, (8)
 £40-60
 
185. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  of 
a man falling off a pig, a Sultan with moving 
eyes, a ball juggler, a clown with a dog jumping 
through a hoop, a dancing Scotsman, a clown 
with a policeman, a clown falling into a 
cauldron and a clown on a mule (slipping glass 
not complete), F/G, (8) £30-50
 
186. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  of a 
sewing tailor, a hunter up a tree, a man and a 
goose, a chimney sweep, a woman smoking a 
pipe, two men by a fence, a man turning into 
a donkey and two sailors on a desert island, G, 
(8) £40-60
 
187. Four Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides of 
Musical Interest,  Including a man playing the 
double bass, a man playing the piano, a man 
playing a recorder and a singer, G, (4) 
£30-40
 
188. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  of a 
lady with a goose, a woman and a soldier, a 
bird thief, a woman giving a man a shower, a 
lady caught by the wind, a rowing man, a man 
with a pudding and two boys with a bonfire, 
F/G, (8) £30-40
 
189. Ten Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  of a 
man with a Good Night sign, a fox drowning 
a cat, two boys on a see-saw, a boy and a 
woman, a monkey and a dog, a chinaman and 
an umbrella, a monkey and a cat, a man and a 
girl, plus two double slippers, but both missing 
the second piece of glass, of a bug turning into 
a butterfly and a man swallowing a rat, F/G, 
(10)  £30-40
 
190. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  of 
three flowers with moving eyes, three people 
and a bird escaping, two boys and an exploding 
cracker, a man playing cricket, a politician 
(frame detached), a beggar lowering his hat, 
a man turning into a donkey and two boys 
shining shoes,   F/G, (8) £30-40
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

176. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  of a 
man holding a pudding, a cabbage changing to 
a lady, a cat chasing a rat, a peacock, soldiers 
losing their heads, a man falling off a tree, a 
dancing man and a smoking dog, G, (8)
 £30-50
 
177. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Double-Slipping 
Slides,  of a boy jumping over a post, a minstrel 
with moving hands and eyes  (a/f), two boys 
squirting water at a man, a boy hanging from a 
tree, two ducks on a pond, two warships firing 
on each other (a/f) and a blooming rose, F/G, 
(8) £40-60
 
178. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Double-Slipping 
Slides,  of a man and his dog, a man changing 
into a bull, a lady caught by the wind, two men 
sawing a piece of wood, a dog with moving eyes 
in a kennel, a man taking snuff, two sandwich 
board men and a cow tossing a dog, G, (8)
 £40-60
 
179. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Double-Slipping 
Slides,  of a man reading and his hair catching 
fire, a boy being beaten, a boy pulling off a 
man’s boot, two boys beating a woman over 
the head, a sleeping man falling out of bed, a 
man and a goose, a skipping girl and a woman 
and a bug, G, (8)
 
180. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  of a 
blacksmith, a monkey pulling off a lady’s hat, 
two boys and an exploding barrel, a vicar and 
a poodle, a man and a pig, a lady and a flower, 
a man and a bird and a chick hatching from an 
egg, G, (8) £40-60
 
181. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  of a 
highwayman, a man and a pig, a man walking 
round a corner, a man chopping his foot, a 
chinaman in the stocks, “a real native”, a jack in 
the box and a man smoking a clay pipe, G, (8)
 £40-60
 
182. Six Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Double Slipping 
Slides,  of a boy with geese, a man swallowing 
a rat, a man with three hats on his head and 
moving eyes and mouth, a parrot stealing a 
wig, an expanding man and a man with snakes, 
F/G, (6) £40-60
 
183. Eight Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  a 
double slipper of a lion with moving eyes and 
jaw and single slippers of a man falling out of 
a tree, a frog on horseback, a dancing man, a 
boy hanging from a tree, a frog smoking, a man 
firing a gun and a man on dangerous ice, G, (8)
 £40-60
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191. Nine Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides,  one a 
double glass slipping slide of a church at night 
with the windows illuminating and the moon 
rising (cracked and missing a part of the glass in 
the top corner) and single slippers of a skeleton 
(missing part of the glass slipper), a wizard 
with a ghostly knight, a juggler and a devil, a 
dancing imp, a man falling out of bed, another 
man falling out of bed and a ghost appearing 
behind a couple (missing the slipping glass) 
plus a static slide of a wizard with his magic 
mirror, F/G, (9) £40-60
 
192. Twelve Lithographic Mahogany-
Mounted and Framed Magic Lantern Slides, 
one a rackwork slide of a wizard casting spells 
(a/f and missing end of winding handle) plus 
eleven slipping slides of a man’s hair catching 
fire, a man with moving eyes, a cockerel, 
Old Tom, Ginger Pop, Jugged Hare, Father 
Christmas, another Old Tom, a lady on a mule, 
a robber and a woman taking a pinch of snuff,   
P/F, (12) £30-40
 
193. Ten Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Magic Lantern Slipping Slides with 
Moving Eyes,  of man coming out of a flower, a 
cat with cheese, a sheikh, a vicar taking snuff, 
a man drinking tea, a boy pouting, a girl, a 
chimney sweep, a cupid and a cat with mice, 
F/G, (10) £40-60
 
194. Six Mahogany-Framed  Comic 
Hand-Coloured Magic Lantern Slides plus 
other Childrens’ Slides,  comprising six single 
slipping slides (128mm x 77mm) of a clown, 
a jumping man, a tailor and a girl (missing 
slipping glass) and two double slippers of 
serenaders on a boat and a dancing clown, 
eleven chromolithographic children’s slides of 
airships and early flying machines and balloons 
and two boxed Bijou Magic Lantern Slides 
containing a total of eight strip slides, F/G, (19)
 £30-40
 
195. Box of Mahogany-mounted Magic 
Lantern Slides for Repair, Approx 27 slides in 
various states of condition including a skipping 
lever slide, a lever slide of a horse drinking, 
various slipping slides, including a cow tossing 
a dog in the air and a chromotrope of a trapeze 
artist performing on a stage, P/F, (qty) 
£30-40
 
196. Box of Miscellaneous Optical and 
Magic Lantern Related Items,  including two 
mahogany-framed “Welcome” magic lantern 
slides (one a slipping slide), assorted children’s 
and photographic magic lantern slides, a 
framed ambrotype of four gentlemen and two 
smaller cased ambrotypes, F/G, (quantity)
 £30-40

201. Two Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Rackwork Magic Lantern Slides, 
including The Diver and the Mermaid with a 
single-slipper and a Lady fishing for shrimps 
with a single-slipper, G, (2) £60-80
 

202. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Rackwork Magic Lantern Slides, 
including a Pantomime Fairy with a single-
slipper, G, a Goldfish bowl with swimming fish, 
G, and a slide with changing heads, a/f, (3)
 £60-80
 

203. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Rackwork Kaleidoscope Magic 
Lantern Slides, G, (3) £60-90
 
204. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Rackwork Kaleidoscope Magic 
Lantern Slides, F/G, (3) £60-90
 

205. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Rackwork Kaleidoscope Magic 
Lantern Slides, F/G, (3) £60-90
 
206. Two Mahogany-Mounted Hand 
Coloured Rackwork Kaleidoscope Magic 
Lantern Slides, including one with a revolving 
head, G (2) £60-80
 
207. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Rackwork Kaleidoscope Magic 
Lantern Slides, one with Adieu in the centre,     
F/G, (one a/f) (3) £40-60
 

Rackwork Slides
 

197. Two Mahogany-Mounted 
Hand-Coloured Magic Lantern Slides of 
Photographers,  one a rackwork slide of 
a photographer behind a camera taking 
photographs of a lady, holding her child, whose 
face changes with 24 different expressions as 
the handle is turned and the other a slipping 
slide of a beach photographer with a donkey 
showing, G, (2) £70-100
 

198. A Rare Mahogany and Brass 
Mounted Rackwork Polarising Magic Lantern 
Slide,  with hand crank and brass rod control 
with rotating coloured glass polarising discs 
which change the image from purples to 
greens and vice versa, G, (1) £200-300
 

199. A Rare Ross-type Mahogany, 
Lacquered Brass and Painted Tinplate “Wheel 
of Life” Zoopraxiscope Magic Lantern Slide, 
crank-operated, with interchangeable disc of 
swimming fish, (handle detached and slide 
missing strings), Circa 1880, G, (2) £400-600
 

200. A Rare Ross-type Mahogany, 
Lacquered Brass and Painted Tinplate “Wheel 
of Life” Zoopraxiscope Magic Lantern Slide, 
crank-operated (missing crank handle, black 
internal shutter and strings and brass front 
plate loose), with interchangeable disc of a Mr 
Punch-like figure, Circa 1880, F/G, £300-400
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208. Four Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Rackwork Magic Lantern Slides, 
one of bees buzzing round a hive, a ship on 
the ocean with a contra-rotating movement 
(a/f) and a burning building with a separate 
rackwork slide of a smoke effect, F/G, (4)
 £60-80

209. Three Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Rackwork Magic Lantern Slides, 
one of a blooming rose, a goldfish bowl and 
a rotating effect slide showing a procession of 
figures and animals, G, (3)  £60-80 

Mechanical & Specials

210. An Extremely Rare Hand- Painted 
Mahogany-Framed Clockwork Chromotrope, 
with brass winder and clockwork mechanism, 
for demonstrating a kaleidoscopic effect, G
 £200-250

211. Five Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Painted Magic Lantern Slides - The Watermill, 
comprising three dissolving slides by Carpenter 
& Westley of the mill in the summer - a hand-
cranked rackwork slide, the winter, a night-
time lever effect, a swan lever slide and a static 
winter scene, G, (5) £100-150
 
212. Three Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Painted Magic Lantern Slides - Vesuvius 
Erupting, comprising two dissolving views 
of Vesuvius by day and night, painted by 
Carpenter & Westley, and a rack-work effect 
slide of smoke coming out of the volcano and 
a ripple on the water with the reflection from 
the moon, G, (3) £100-150

 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

213. Four Mahogany-Framed Hand-
Coloured Dissolving Magic Lantern Slides - 
The Lisbon Earthquake, showing Lisbon by day, 
by night with the earthquake effect, a further 
effect with lightning and a rack-work burning 
dissolve effect, G, (4) £100-150
 

214. The Enchanted Forest - Two 
Mahogany-Framed Hand-Coloured Dissolving 
Magic Lantern Slides, one a static slide of 
two children confronted by lions, the other a 
slipping effect slide with a fairy appearing, G 
(2) £50-80

Static Coloured
 

215. Collection of 33 Miscellaneous 
Mahogany-Mounted Hand-Coloured, Hand- 
Tinted and Photographic Magic Lantern Slides, 
by Carpenter & Westley, Newton and one 
stamped Collins, Royal Polytechnic, F/G, (33)
 £30-50
 

216. Collection of 24 Miscellaneous 
Mahogany-Mounted Hand-Coloured, Hand-
Tinted and Photographic Magic Lantern Slides, 
F/G, (24) £30-50
 

217. 13 Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Tinted Magic Lantern Slides, comprising 5 
from the Egyptian War, 4 from the Princess 
Alice Disaster and 4 from The Bottle, G, (13)
 £30-40
 
218. Six Mahogany-Mounted Curtain 
and Announcement Magic Lantern Slides, 
including Royal Aquarium, God Save the 
Queen, Welcome and Adieu and a Good Night 
slide F/G, (6)   £30-40
 
219. Eight Mahogany-Mounted Magic 
Lantern Slides, including two hand painted 
night views of Tintern Abbey (by Cox) and 
Fountains Abbey, a day view of Melrose Abbey, 
a countryside view with a street pedlar in the 
foreground, a hand-tinted slide of a public 
hanging, a Masonic slide of Mortality, part of 
a slipping slide with a skeleton on horseback 
and an Enamel Slide  by J Barnard of a Skeleton 
addressing a man, G, (8) £30-40
 
220. Collection of 43 Miscellaneous 
Mahogany-Mounted Magic Lantern Slides, 
including various parts of sets such as Tiger & 
the Tub, a pig story and Jack & The Beanstalk, 
a number of Carpenter & Westley slides and 
a slide of Napoleon on horseback with his 
armies, F/G,(43)  £30-40
 
221. Mahogany-Mounted Hand-
Coloured Story Slides,  The Story of the Goblins 
who Stole a Sexton (3) and The Story of the 
Bagman’s Uncle (3), with four London views, G 
(10) £40-60
 
222. Collection of approx 70 Mostly 
Static Paper-Mounted Hand-Coloured and 
Chromolithographic Children’s Magic Lantern 
Slides,  French and German, various sizes, most 
for toy magic lanterns, one in wooden frame 
and a selection in a Primus box,    F/G, (qty)
 £20-30
 
223. Collection of approx 150 
Chromolithographic Children’s Magic Lantern 
Slides, in various sizes, F/G, (qty) £20-30

Photographs
 
224. Various Images,  portraits, some 
carte de visite format, albumen, gelatin silver 
and carbon prints, mostly 1860s/1870s; 
portraits and postcards, most mounted, circa 
1900, some later, and ephemera (a lot)  £40-60
 
225. Photographs on glass,  albumen 
- UK topographical Frith’s Medallions and 
others, oval, various sizes, one cracked (6) 
and sculptures, Negretti & Zambra and others, 
circular and oval, various sizes (5), half plate 
display diapositives of royal family (2), ceramic 
prints, one framed and glazed (1) and modern 
print of Hill & Adamson James Fillans and 
Daughters, framed and glazed (1), G-VG (15)
 £40-60
 
226. Various Images,  carbon prints of 
actors and actresses from ‘The Theatre’, 1890s 
(29), cabinets (4), F-VG (31) £30-50
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227. Photographs on Glass, quarter-plate 
Lumière Autochromes - two ladies in rustic 
garden (1), girl indoors in long dress and coat 
(1), copy of painting of two children on beach 
(1); with unmounted ambrotypes - half-plate  
-  seated young gentleman with drawing pen 
in hand (1), seated gentleman (1), various sizes 
(3), tintypes (3) ( a lot) £40-60
 
228. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  Camille 
Silvy, P (4), Worden (1), Debenham (1), 
and other small portraits and scraps, some 
outdoors, one titled verso ‘Thomas Smith 
taken about 1865 by Mr Hill’ (David Octavius 
Hill?), later print (a lot) £40-60
 
229. Photographic Postcards,  mainly UK 
‘Golden Age’ - actors, actresses, with some 
later, with some u/b views, portraits, hold-to-
light and others (apx. 500) £40-60
 
230. Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt (1877-
1915),  silver print pocket album, titled ‘Venture 
- London-Brighton 1914’ - each page titled, 
chronicling his trip by the coach ‘Venture’ and 
horses with friends, pp 19, G; Vanderbilt was 
extremely wealthy, a great sportsman and 
coaching enthusiast, and died on the Lusitania 
not long after this trip £50-80
 
231. Silver Print Albums,  Hawker Fury 
II and Bristol Bombay on airfield, possible 
RAF Henlow, beach scenes, fairground and 
archaelogical dig (1); and ‘Hyeres 1905’, 
families on the Côte d’Azur (1), G (2) £30-50
 
232. Silver Print Portraits,  many by S 
Georges, 14 Green Street, Leicester Square, 
London WC2, including actors and actresses, 
various sizes (qty)
 £40-60
 
233. A Scovill quarter-plate Union Case 
‘Crossed Cannons and the Liberty Cap’, die 
engraved by Frederick P Goll, with cut-down 
cabinet of lady, G, one hinge loose £40-60
 
234. A Herbert Watkins carte-de-
Visite Portrait of Charles Dickens,  standing, 
head turned to left, book in left hand, pencil 
title recto  and verso, and Herbert Watkins, 
Photographer, 215 Regent Street’, albumen, G, 
slight fading (1) £20-30
 
235. Portrait Daguerreotypes,  sixth-
plate - seated young lady, case gilt-titled 
‘Photographic Portrait Gallery, Ducie Place, 
Manchester’, VG, and gentleman with 
prominent sideburns, VG, lid loose (2)
 £100-150
 
236. Portrait Daguerreotypes,  quarter-
plate, seated young lady in bonnet, with girl 
to her left, hair in ringlets, case gilt-titled ‘Ross 
& Thomson, Photographers to the Queen, 
Edinburgh’, G, some surface cleaning marks, 
and sixth-plate, young man with quizzical 
expression, head and shoulders, probably 
American, VG, some edge oxidisation (2)
 £100-150
 

237. A Claudet sixth-plate Portrait 
Daguerreotype of an elderly gentleman,  
looking to his left, with arboreal painted 
backdrop, case gilt-titled ‘Claudets 
Daguerreotype Process, Adelaide Gallery, 
Strand’, F, some cleaning marks and edge 
oxidisation £40-60
 
238. Portraits of the Beazley Family,  
ninth-plate hand-tinted Daguerreotype of 
young gentleman, ambrotypes - quarter-plate 
- soldier, seated gentleman, two young men in 
conversation, sixth-plate of housekeeper and 
five parlour maids, others (4) and ninth-plate 
(3) P-F (12) £60-80
 
239. A rare Littlefield Parsons & Co whole-
plate Union Case ‘The Landing of Columbus’,  
containing neatly overpainted ambrotype of  
portly seated gentleman, 1850s, overall G, 
some chipping to corners; see ‘Union Cases A 
Collector’s Guide to the Art of America’s First 
Plastics’, Krainik, C and M, with Walvoord, C, 
Centennial Photo Service, 1988, p. 22-23, no. 1 
 £400-600
 
240. Union Cases A Collector’s Guide to 
the Art of America’s First Plastics’,   Krainik, 
C and M, with Walvoord, C, Centennial Photo 
Service, 1988, in dust jacket, VG, jacket F
 £20-30
 
241. A musical Carte de Visite/Cabinet 
‘The Seaside Album’,  with chromolithograpic 
pages, images including girl with doll and pram, 
safety bicycles and portraits, P-F, old repairs 
 £30-50
 
242. Family Collection of Cartes de Visite, 
including J (possibly Jabez) Hughes Georgian 
farmhouse exterior (1), seated gentleman 
Mellis’s, Liverpool, inscribed verso J W Jones, 
Shreveport, La (Louisiana) (1), lady, Mr & Mrs 
Barnard, 131 Regent Street, with extensive 
advertisement verso (1), lady, Henry Death, 
Camberwell, versions of same image (4), with 
others, 1860s/1870s, F-G (57) £30-50
 
243. Babelsberg Studio Publicity 
Photographs, period album, inscribed 
December 1929, relating to visit to the massive 
UFA ‘Neubabelsberg’ film studio outside 
Berlin, 23 titled publicity silver prints of the 
new studios, built in 1926, including interiors, 
exteriors and sets, developing, printing 
and projecting rooms, and Berlin cinemas; 
Babelsberg opened in 1912, with ‘Metropolis’ 
produced there in 1926 and ‘Blue Angel’ in 
1930 - it is still the largest film studio in Europe, 
G £100-150
 
244. A 19th Century olive wood 
Graphoscope,  330mm long, with Underwood 
& Underwood stereo cards of Palestine, in 
book-form case, G-VG (30) £100-150
 

245. Early 1950s Commissioned 
Professional Photographs in Surrey and 
London areas, gelatin silver prints, including 
shop fronts - electrical, Manfield shoes, 
chemists - Sutton Creameries roof fire, home 
exhibition interiors, including complete houses, 
factory interiors including Heinz, Coates ERF 
lorry, visit by Princess Margaret, and others, 
various sizes, overall G (qty) £60-80
 
246. Waxed paper negatives salt and 
albumen prints,  albumben print of woods, 
pencil inscription verso ‘? Bolton Woods’, 
with waxed paper negative, 10in x 8in, 
Fountains Abbey, salt print, 7¼in x 9¼in (2),  
another similar, possibly Fountains Abbey, 
Windsor Castle, with coal train for gas works 
in foreground, wax paper negative of East 
Anglian 16th Century brick gateway, similar to 
Cambridge, and two others, circa 1870, F, some 
foxing and edge wear (9) £80-120
 
247. Brighton Evening Argus press 
photographs,  gelatin silver prints, Marty 
Feldman - playing football, 1963, cricket, 1970, 
Prime Ministers Thatcher, Heath and Douglas-
Hume at Macmillan’s funeral, 1987, Jeffery 
Archer, highly commended in Ilford Awards, 
1987, Bernard Bresslaw playing cricket, 1963, 
in passe-partout mounts,  10in x 8in (G-VG)
 £50-100
 
248. Lord Lichfield (1939-2005),  gelatin 
silver prints, wedding of Prince Charles and 
Lady Diana Spencer - Diana in wedding dress, 
holding bridesmaid, with the Queen to her 
left, Prince Charles and Diana from behind on 
balcony waving at crowd,  Princess Margaret 
and young David and Sarah, and at wedding of 
Sheran Cazalet and Simon Hornby, 1968, each 
20in x 16in, Ilford Resin Coated Multigrade, 
Ayrton Senna in Lotus 98T, 1985, 10in x 7in, 
and showjumper, possibly Harvey Smith, circa 
1970, 15in x 10in, G-VG, some marking (6)
 £350-500
 
249. William Spanton (Bury St Edmunds, 
active 1864-1870),  family group of the 
Thornhill family on steps of Riddlesworth Hall, 
Norfolk, albumen, 10in x 8in, ink titled recto, 
framed and glazed, late 1860s, F, faded
 £20-30
 
250. José Ortiz Echaguë (1886-1980),  
Cisterican Novice’, 1945, Fresson print, signed 
recto on mount, 520mm x 270mm, F-G, some 
foxing and fading £60-80
 
251. José Ortiz Echaguë Photographs’,  
Gordon Fraser, London, 1979, G-VG £30-50
 
252. After Julia Margaret Cameron,  
modern lithographs, sold by The Sunday 
Times, Julia Jackson, 230mm x 290mm, and Sir 
John Herschel, 280mm x 330mm, framed and 
glazed, VG (2) £50-80
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253. Lt. Col H O B Browne-Mason RAMC 
DSO,  family archive relating to his military 
service in India before and during World War 
I, with large number of gelatin silver negatives 
and some contact prints, taken by himself or 
his wife with Autographic Kodak, including 
The Bund at Poona, floods 1911, Quetta, 
Jaipur, Viceroy’s Inspection, with greetings 
cards, correspondence, family portraits into 
1930s, snapshot albums, circa 1910, Kodak 
620 and tripod, amateur etched copper plates, 
cabinet photographs and cartes de visite, shop 
exhibition interiors, Otto, Paris, circa 1890 (22), 
exhibitions (2)  (qty) £300-500
 
254. Loose 19th Century Worldwide 
Albumen and Silver Prints,  including portrait 
group of ‘Office of Quartermaster General 
in India’, 1895, portraits and topgraphical, 
including Egypt, Burma, South Africa, Japan 
and India, various sizes, P-F (qty) £80-120
 
255. Loose 19th Century European 
Topographical Albumen and Silver Prints,  
including churches, cathedrals, street scenes, 
mountains, townscapes, mainly France and 
Italy, with similar images of statuary and 
paintings, including UK, various sizes,  P-G, 
many unmounted and curling (qty) £100-150
 
256. Loose 19th Century UK Albumen and 
Silver Prints,  including Buckingham Palace and 
St. Paul’s interiors, other churches, landscapes, 
Kew plant house and houses, various sizes, 
P-G, some unmounted and curling (qty)
 £80-120
 
257. Loose 19th Century Albumen and 
Silver Prints,  topographical, including Algeria, 
Switzerland, Paris and others, UK pageant, UK 
houses, Eaton Hall before demolition, some 
cabinet size, cabinet cards of hats, and many 
others, some later, various sizes, P-G (qty)
 £200-300
 
258. Loose 19th Century Albumen and 
Silver Prints,  portraits, some in landscapes, 
including Prince Albert Memorial, Charlotte 
Square, Edinburgh when new, garden portraits, 
and others, with 20th Century, similar images, 
including bromoils, landscapes, portraits and 
royalty, various sizes, and ephemera, P-G (qty)
 £70-100
 
259. Collection of silver print snapshot 
images relating to Charles Edward Saunders 
(1870-1954),  in two half-cloth gilt oblong 
albums, including his service in Boer War with 
City of London Imperial Volunteer Regiment, 
titled commercial issue (apx 180), own images 
including Colt-Browning M1895 machine gun, 
troop train and on board ship, other images 
including army camps, holidays, traction 
engines, with his manuscript caption list, G 
(apx. 250), with related 3¼sq. in. lantern slides 
of shooting at Bisley with the North London 
Rifle Club (15) £400-600

260. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  UK, 
ladies, gentlemen and some children, mainly 
albumen, 1870s/1880s, P-VG (apx 300)
 £100-150
 

261. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  UK, 
ladies, gentlemen and some children, mainly 
albumen, 1870s/1880s, P-VG (apx 250)
 £80-120

262. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  UK, 
ladies, gentlemen and some children, mainly 
albumen, 1870s/1880s, P-VG (apx 250)
 £80-120
 

263. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  mainly 
UK, children, albumen and gelatin silver, 
1870s/1880s, P-VG (apx 70) £50-80
 

264. Camille Silvy Portrait Cartes de 
Visite,  ladies (4), gentlemen (4), same army 
officer, two poses (2), early 1860s, G-VG, one 
edge trimmed, some spotting (10) £150-250
 

265. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  UK, 
children, including boys outside at school (2), 
boy in three poses (3), girl in prop rowing boat 
(1), small boy in sailor suit (1), others (21), 
albumen, mainly 1860s, F-VG (28) £40-60
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

266. Portrait Cartes de Visite with or 
of Dogs and Cats, Alexander Crowe, Stirling - 
lady with dog (1), gentleman with three dogs 
(1), gentleman with dog (1), with others  (10), 
albumen, 1860s/1870s, F-VG (13) £30-50
 

267. Topographical Cartes de Visite,  UK - 
Tehidy house, near Redruth/J Moody, Redruth, 
when newly rebuilt (1), Ireland (2), Cheddar 
(1), Strathallan House (2), carriage outside 
large house, Lankhills, Winchester (1), trap in 
London/Robert Hellis, Notting Hill (1), Negretti 
& Zambra, ‘Shakespere’s House’ for Crystal 
Palace Exhibition, April 23rd 1864 (1), and 
others, some portraits, some overseas (26), 
albumen, 1860s/1870s, F-VG (34) £50-80

 
268. Notable Portrait Cartes de Visite,  
clown with differing expressions/W & A H 
Fry, Brighton (2), girl with wax-head doll (1), 
army officer/Orr & Barton, Bangalore (1), baby 
girl with ayah, possibly Nepalese/Bourne & 
Shepherd (1), Indian potentate (3), Lowland 
Scots (?) military band and group (2), man 
with guitar and medals (1), group of men in 
Welsh hats with ‘Black Tom Cat’ poster (1), 
Indian servant and white pony (1), military 
and naval portraits (7), others (11), albumen, 
1860s/1870s, F-VG (38) £100-150
 
269. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  UK, ladies 
and gentlemen, albumen, 1860s, F-VG (109)
 £50-80
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270. An Exceptional Group of Portrait 
Cartes de Visite of African-Americans in 
the Civil War Era,  middle-aged man smartly 
dressed in light jacket, with parasol and top 
hat in hand (1), seated white man in irregular’s 
uniform with six African-American or Native 
American camouflaged sharpshooters 
gathered around him, some with rifles (1), 
young man in tailcoat with cane and top hat 
in hand (1), elderly ladies poorly dressed (3), 
small boy in ragged clothing (1), seated lady 
with washing basket (1) and seated lady with 
duster and mop in hand (1), possibly a record 
of liberated slaves, possibly by or after Kimball, 
Broadway, New York, albumen, circa 1863, G 
(9) £400-600
 

271. Cabinet Cards, including Harold 
Robert Millar (1869-1942), graphic illustrator 
for The Strand Magazine, Kipling, E Nesbit and 
other, working on ‘The Necklace of Pearls (1), 
footballer (1), gardener (1), parlour maids (1), 
child on tricycle horse (1), Deal lifeboatman 
(1), twin sisters with tennis rackets (1), man 
holding carte de visite album (1), East Tarbert 
(1), F-G (13) £50-80
 
272. Cabinet Cards, portraits of ladies, 
gentlemen and some children, with others 
loose (50), in modern albums (111), F-VG 
(123); with loose later silver print portraits
 £60-80
 
273. Sir Horace Jones, FRIBA (1819-1887), 
architect of Tower Bridge, London, cabinet, 
London Stereoscopic Co. Ltd, of Jones seated, 
stick in hand, beside the Foundation Stone of 
Tower Bridge, shortly before laying by Albert 
Edward, Prince of Wales, on 21st June 1886, 
with commemorative trowel in case on top, 
stone fitted with block, tackle shackle and 
chain, attached to wooden-framed portal crane 
for moving stone over time capsule to resting 
place, with chairs and other figures beyond, 
all in temporary marquee for ceremony; Jones 
was Architect and Surveyor to the City of 
London and President of the RIBA; albumen, G, 
some fading (1) £50-80
 

274. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  mainly UK, 
ladies and gentlemen, some children, including 
royalty and politicans, cats, dogs, Englishman 
in Arabic robes, albumen and gelatin silver, 
1860/1880s, in three modern albums, F-VG 
(360) £150-200

275. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  mainly 
UK, ladies and gentlemen, some children, 
including Savage, Winchester (13), 
Woodburytypes, Garibaldi, undertakers, 
royalty, groups, tintypes, Rev’d Draper, lost in 
the SS London, 1866 (1), Salmon, Winchester 
(18), moustachioed gent with revolver in belt, 
missing right hand trigger finger (1), albumen 
and gelatin silver, 1860/1880s, in two modern 
albums, F-VG (320) £120-180
 

276. A Portrait Cartes de Visite Album, 
including ladies, gentlemen and children, 
mainly in Midlands area, mostly provincial 
photographers, military officers, family group 
of billiards players, bride, stucco mansion 
with Doric portico, Simpson/Tunstall (Staffs), 
albumen, G-VG, 1860s (150) £70-100
 

277. Various Silver Print Snapshot 
Albums, Inverness area, gas works explosion, 
Stratford on Avon, May 1912 (1), Oxford area 
and portraits, 1920s (2), postcard album, circa 
1912, including RP - Post Office, probably 
Basingstoke, exterior (1), telegraph office 
(5), telegram messenger boys (1), Royal Mail 
wagon with driver up (1), staff groups (2), all 
npu, images tipped in as postcards, including 
RP De Dion Bouton (1), military manoeuvres, 
group around Blériot-type monoplane (2), 
Reading SCCR Station Runnin Team, 1913 (1), 
G-VG, and three empty albums (a lot) £50-80
 

278. St. Michael’s Mount Cornwall - 
Gibson of Penzance, half-calf gilt album, 
including Castle interiors and exteriors, 
including Chevy Chase, Breakfast Room, Oriel 
Room, ‘Welcome Home’ greenery arches, 
party at thatched Nuneham cottages, Oxford,  
Bowood House before partial destruction, 
Abingdon, Mansfield College, Oxford, as 
opened in 1889, albumen and gelatin silver, up 
to 10in x 8in, pp 16, late 1880s, F-G, fading and 
foxing £40-60

279. World War One RFC Silver Print 
Snapshot Album,  half-calf gilt, covering move 
of 30 Squadron’s Egypt echelon to Basra in 
September 1916 to become C Flight, showing 
Persian Gulf, arrival in Basra, base hangars 
and tents, pusher aircraft Maurice Farman 
Shorthorn, aerial views of infamous Kut, 
personnel groups and fatal crash, attacks from 
the air, ruins of Kut, other aircraft and damaged 
railway station, most 2in x 2.5in,  F-G £40-60
 

280. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  ladies, 
gentleman and some children, including 
Disdéri, Sarony, Thomson, Henry Peach 
Robinson, Moffatt, Mayall, A & G Taylor, Maull 
and Hills & Saunders, albumen, 1860s/1870s, 
G-VG (apx. 120) £70-100
 
281. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  UK, ladies, 
gentlemen and some children, 1860s/1880s, 
F-G (apx. 250) £60-80
 
282. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  UK, ladies, 
gentlemen and some children, including the 
Drummond family, Bourne & Shepherd, Simla, 
and others, 1860s/1880s, F-G (apx. 200)
 £70-100
 
283. Cabinet Cards, in three period 
albums (75), and loose or in modern albums 
(67) F-G (142) £40-60
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295. Dudley Illingworth and Thomas 
Blow - Half-Plate Lumière Autochromes,  
gardens and landscape around Hanlith Hall, 
Kirkby Malham, Skipton, Yorkshire, including 
flower studies, steps (2), parterres, flowerbeds, 
trees,  new façade of house (2), hallway looking 
into garden, view of house across tennis court, 
taken 1909-1920s, with explanatory letter from 
Illingworth dated 1952, pp 5, G, some emulsion 
loss and underexposure (27) £250-350
 
296. Henry Dudley - Verascope-type 
Diapositives of British Legion Commemoration 
at Ypres in August 1928,  glass or gelatin, each 
manuscript titled, as part of memorial visit by 
11,000 British Legionaires, showing voyage to 
France, Ypres and ceremony with the Prince of 
Wales present at the Menin Gate, with Zeiss 
Ikon viewer, folding viewer and two cased 
sixth-plate portrait ambrotypes (a lot) £40-60
 
297. Stereo Viewers,  mahogany 
Graphoscope, walnut Brewster-type 
Stereoscope and Dowding Machine Tool 
Company promotional metal folding viewer 
and eight images showing Zeiss and Oerlikon 
devices in use , G (a lot) £80-120
 
298. James Robertson (1813-1888), gun 
battery in the Redan, Crimean War, lightly-
toned albumen print, 1855, 247mm x 195mm, 
mounted, G, some fading, mount grubby
 £100-150
 
299. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  embossed 
morocco album, including ladies, gentlemen, 
children, dogs, cats, pugs, Highlander in kilt, 
1860s (50), family folding folio album, 1870s 
(22), with cartes with cameras illustrated on 
back (27), F-VG  £100-150
 
300. Margaret Sheppard - Bromoils, 
canal-side view at Hebden, signed and limited 
1/1 in pencil on passe-partout mount, 200mm 
x 160mm, and ‘Cargo’, crates and loading net, 
signed and limited 1/2 in pencil on passe-
partout mount, 150mm x 200mm, modern, VG 
(2) £50-80
 
301. Hong Kong and Japan,  leaves 
removed from album, including Happy Valley 
racecourse, cathedral, clerical group, temples 
and cere,mony on tennis courts, gelatin silver 
and albumen, various sizes, 1890s, with empty 
souvenir album dated 1939, G, some fading
 £50-80
 
302. Jacques Henri Lartigue (1894-1986),  
girls lying on yacht, ‘During shooting of the film 
‘Les Adventures du Roi Pausole’, Cap d’Antibes, 
August 1932’, printed out in March 2001, 
number 15, authorised by Friends of Lartigue, 
bromide, 440mm x 280mm, modern print, 
framed and glazed, G, some fixer staining 
 £400-600
 
303. Jacques Henri Lartigue (1894-1986),  
girl with sun hat on beach beside striped 
tent ‘Hendaye, 1934’, printed out in May 
2003, number 4/35, authorised by Friends of 
Lartigue, platinum, 200mm x 140mm, modern 
print, framed and glazed, VG £800-1200
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

 

284. Portrait Cartes de Visite,  Hills & 
Saunders - Oxford University groups and 
individuals, with others including army officers, 
Scots officer in trews,  Maull, Southwell, 
Window & Grove, Hennah  & Kent, and others, 
mainly 1860s/1870s, and cabinets - Duke of 
York (George V) and others, in four period 
albums, but later than most cartes, F-VG (qty)
 £80-120
 

285. A Cartes de Visite Album,  principally 
UK topographical, including Oxford, Taunton, 
Bodiam Castle, The Hostel, Giggleswick, 
Portsmouth or environs, Orkney, wicker trap, 
Howle, Newport, shooting brake, and others, 
albumen, 1860s, F-VG (38) £30-50
 

286. Rowing Interest Cartes de Visite,  
Marsh Bros, Henley - group shots - eights (3), 
four (1), eight with rest of club and dogs (1), 
sculler, pencil inscription verso Cyril Routh (1), 
Hills & Saunders (2), Guggenheim (1) and Sir 
Aubrey Paul Bt, Putney - four (1), late 1860s, 
G-VG, some spotting (10) £40-60
 
287. Various Carte de Visite and Carte de 
Visite/Cabinet Albums,  various contents (7 
albums) £30-50
 

288. Stereoscopic Cards,  genre and 
historical, Elliott and others (12), hold to 
light including genre (6), services pensioners, 
possibly Chelsea or Greenwich, or Waterloo 
(1), still life including carte de visite album and 
stereoscopic daguerreotype (1), Crystal Palace 
statue (1), topographical including Hampton 
Court, Kingston and drilling soldiers  (26), 
1860s, P-G (47) £50-80
 

289. Stereoscopic Viewers and Cards,  
Holmes-type viewers (2), folding metal 
(1), Realistic Travels ‘The Great War’ (40), 
topographical, some amateur, F-G (qty) £50-80
 
290. Realistic Travels ‘The Great War’ 
Stereoscopic Cards, Nos. 1 to 500, in five book-
form slip cases, uncollated, G-VG, uncollated 
(apx. 500) £500-800
 
291. Realistic Travels ‘The Great War’ 
Stereoscopic Cards, Nos. 1 to 100, in book-slip 
case, uncollated, G-VG,  (apx. 100), with two 
Holmes-type viewers, both a.f. 
£100-150
 
292. Stereoscopic Cards,  local commercial 
photographer - Haddon, Scarborough, 
Chatsworth (11), comic including man in Ally 
Sloper costume (4), W H Kilburn (13), Keystone 
(14), F-G (42) and two viewers, a.f.  
£40-60
 
293. Stereoscopic Images, glass 
diapositives - mostly South Africa, including 
Port Elizabeth, Pretoria, Kimberley, Umtali, 
with label for Sir William Crookes, FRS, 
Johannesburg, with printed or manuscript 
titles, circa 1896 (37), and various cards, 
1860s-1900s (apx. 90), F-VG  £200-300
 
294. Stereoscopic Cards,  mainly 
topographical, UK, Europe and USA, 
1860s/1880s, F (apx. 250) £40-60
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304. Commercially-Shot Quarter-Plate 
Glass Negatives,  some relating to sale of 
whisky and other drinks, street scenes with 
hoardings, cinema projector, exhibition home 
interiors and others, late 1950s (qty) £30-50
 
305. Loose Albumen and Silver Prints,  
mainly topographical, including Venice, Rome, 
mountains, sculpture, church interiors, press 
shots including Vietnam War, various sizes 
(qty) £40-60
 
306. Portrait Daguerreotypes,  cased 
tinted quarter-plate of Thomas Morgan, F-G, 
spotting  and French half-plate of seated lady, 
label verso ‘Victor Plumier, Rue Vivienne 56 
A Paris’, passe-partout mount, F, some edge 
oxidisation, glass broken (2) £100-150
 
307. Portrait Ambrotypes,  cased ninth-
plate (7), and cased albumen print (1), F-G (8)
 £40-60
 
308. Eugène Hanau (EH) Paris Comic 
Genre  Stereoscopic Cards, ‘Scènes Enfantines’, 
all with children imitating adults, 1880s (19) 
and rustic farmyard (1), F-G, all faded (20)
 £50-80
 
309. Eugène Hanau (EH) Paris Maritime 
Stereoscopic Cards, ‘Marines Instantanées’, 
views of steam and sailing ships, F-G, all faded 
(24) £20-30
 
310. Genre Stereoscopic Cards, mostly 
tinted (30), house exteriors (2), cat (1), 1860s, 
P (33) £30-50
 
311. Topographical Stereoscopic Cards, 
UK, including amateur glasshouse views (55), 
worldwide (50), P-G, 1860s-1890s (105)
 £50-80

 
312. Two Half-Calf Gilt Albums,  Streatley 
Camp, on the River Thames, 1867 (2), Dover, 
Abingdon, family group, otherwise artworks, 
1860s, and India, landscapes, cities and groups, 
UK floods, 1890s, F-G £50-80
 
313. Photograph Albums,  family tennis 
group, soldiers on deck bound for Boer 
War, cricket picnic, Littlestone church, and 
topographical, gelatin silver and albumen, circa 
1900 (1), with silver print snapshot albums, ‘A 
Souvenir of Ilfracombe & Lynmouth May 1900’ 
(1) and views and family groups, circa 1900 (1), 
P-G (3) £40-60
 
314. Four Carte de Visite/Cabinet 
Albums, including family portraits by 
Southwell, Dickinson, Sarony, Hennah & Kent, 
1860s, G-VG, three albums all or mostly empty 
(4) £40-60

 

315. Hugo Brehme (1882-1954), German-
Mexican - Church of Santa Prisca, Taxco, 
Mexico, silver print, blind stamped, 195mm 
x 290mm, and Avenue of Palm Trees, Fortin, 
Veracruz, Mexico, silver print, 195mm x 
290mm, both mounted and signed and titled 
in pencil, 1930s, G (2) £70-100
 

316. Half-Calf Gilt Family Album of 
Borders Interest,  including cartes de visite 
tipped in, families including Hereward and 
Baldwin Wake, Moncrieff, Sitwell, with prints 
of Highland Borderers, group at Courteen Hall, 
1858, Major Elton VC, group of British African 
soldiers, including rifleman in shako and five 
men dressed like Zouaves, tennis/gossamer 
and cricket group, circa 1860, P-G, and two 
other albums (3) £200-300
 

317. Portrait Cartes de Visite of Felons,   
two by W Tilley, Stafford, possibly arrested in 
that area, manuscript inscriptions recto and 
verso, Hereford Sessions mentioned, including 
‘Frederick Cripps alias Cat’, ‘Charles Cripps 
alias Frederick Best - robbery’, ‘George Green, 
picking pockets, 8 months’, ‘Joseph Gilbert - for 
passing bad money’, circa 1865, P (11) £50-80

 

318. Various Images,  tinted hald-plate 
ambrotypes of elderly couples (2), other 
ambrotypes (4), tintypes (3), diapositives of 
Egypt, with four small carte de visite or carte 
de visite/cabinet albums, with some images, 
including children’s fife and drum band (a lot)
 £40-60
 
319. Cartes de Visite and Cabinets,  
two large albums, 1870s, one cabinet album 
including topographical, loose (apx. 80), and 
modern album, mainly 1870s/1880s, P-G (a 
lot) £70-100
 

320. A late 19th Century Japanese 
Lacquered Photograph Album,  Captain Filmer 
in rickshaw in studio, temples, landscapes, 
Yokohama, Kyoto, Kobe, interiors, fisher folk, 
sawyers and brush and basket salesman, hand-
coloured albumen, some titled in negative, 
each apx. 270mm x 210mm, G-VG, album spine 
F (42 images) £300-500
 

321. Loose Topographical Images,  
including Italy, Japan, Scotland/George 
Washington Wilson, James Valentine, France, 
Tenby/Francis Frith, Switzerland, and World 
War I and II press photos, G, mostly mounted 
on card album leaves (apx. 200) £300-500
 
322. Jean (Juan) Laurent (1816-1886),  
gilt red leather folio album, topography and 
people of Spain, including Toledo, Granada, 
Escorial, Cordoba, Zaragoza, Madrid and 
Burgos, and paintings, most titled and 
numbered in negative, most apx. 250mm x 
340mm or reversed, G some fading (88)
 £150-250
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323. Quarter-plate Gelatin Silver Glass 
Negatives of World War I Battleships,  German 
High Seas Fleet being scuttled at Scapa Flow, 
June 1919, copy negatives, G (19) 
£40-60
 

324. A Pictorial Souvenir of The First 
Battalion The Loyal Regiment (North 
Lancashire) Secunderabad India 1927,  
Historical Art Publishing Company, including 
parades, HQ Staff, mess silver, groups of men, 
band, sports teams, silver prints, various sizes, 
G, some graffiti, album P, lacks boards (28 
images) £250-350

325. A Richard Verascope Glass 
Stereoscopic Diapositive Collection of Travels 
in Africa,  including West African tribes and 
Morocco, including child with viewer, and 
other locations, circa 1903 to 1921 (570), G, a 
few a.f,  with wooden Verascope viewer, simple 
folding brass viewer and notebook of images 
taken in Morocco in 1919-1921 
£600-800
 

328. A Nagel Pupille Camera, serial no. 
1123808, black, this example sold as the 
‘Rolloroy’ for UK market, with a Leitz 5cm f/3.5 
Elmar lens, no. 101827, elements, VG, helical 
focusing, rim-set Compur shutter working, 
body, F, some repainting and viewfinder glass 
missing £80-120

 
329. A Contax IIIa Rangefinder Camera, 
serial no. 37444, chrome, shutter working, 
meter responding, body, G-VG, with Carl Zeiss 
Jena 5cm f/2 Sonnar lens, no. 2040178, barrel, 
G, elements, G, light cleaning marks and haze, 
complete with Nebro lens cap £80-120
 

330. A Ilford Advocate II Viewfinder 
Camera, serial no. 1919-8171, white, shutter 
working, with later fitted hot shoe, 35mm 
f/3.5 Dallmeyer Anastigmat lens, no. 446047, 
elements, G, light fungus £50-70
 

331. A Thornton-Pickard Rubyette No. 2 
Reflex Camera, 1935-1938, shutter working, 
body, G, with a retrofitted Dallmeyer 6? f/3.5 
Press lens, barrel, F-G, some paint loss to rim, 
elements, F-G, fungus, with maker’s case and 
film plate holders (6) £100-150
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

326. The Important Photographic 
Archive of John Montgomery Sleater (1826-
1902) Railway Engineer in India 1857-1892 
and family,  Sleater worked on several railways 
in and around Bombay over many years; 
collection comprising seven albums of albumen 
prints, seven carte de viste/cabinet albums, all 
apparently compiled and images titled by John 
Sleater or his wife Jane, with one later album 
and one earlier incomplete journal; seven 
albums, mostly 1870s/1880s: gilt morocco 
folio, views of Scowen & Co, Ceylon and 
newly-built Colombo-Kandy railway, including 
train at Sensation Rock, Kandy terminus, 
landscapes, elephants and one escapee, with 
Royal Bombay Yacht Club as built 1880-1883, 
interior and exterior, Charni Road Station, 
bridges under construction, panorama of 
new Nerbudda (river) bridge (2), Engineer’s 
Bungalow at Pali, North Purna river bridge 
collapsed, new bridge,taken by Shivashanker 
Narayan, Broach Station 10th June 1883, rail 
diversions and collapsed permanent way, up 
to 300mm x 240mm; gilt black leather album, 
including Jumna Bridge at Kalpi construction, 
Ganges Bridge, Benares, deck with steam plant, 
portrait of John Sleater, 0-6-0 locomotive and 
crew; gilt morocco album, Ahmedabad railway 
station, Elphinstone Circle, Bombay; other 
albums include family bungalow and servants, 
cartes de visite of John and Jane Sleater, many 
images by Bourne & Shepherd and other British 
Indian photographers, studies of many people 
and characters and Govt. Salt Dept.; and later 
silver print album of fakir and other tourist 
sights; most images G, various sizes, albums in 
varying condition; with loose portrait groups 
and others (qty) £3000-5000

Cameras
 

327. A Coronet Midget Camera, green, 
bakelite, 16mm film, shutter working, body 
G, some oxidisation to metalwork, with 
unexposed roll of film £40-60
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332. A Ihagee Sport 1820 Strut Folding 
Camera, serial no. 378502, 9x12cm plates, 
shutter working, Sands, Hunter & Co. dealer 
plate to lens board, body, G-VG, with Carl Zeiss 
Jena 15cm f/4.5 Tessar lens, no. 1193853, 
barrel, G, elements, F-G, light haze and fungus, 
with leather outfit case and a qty of film plate 
holders £80-120
 

333. Minox Sub Minature Cameras, a 
Minox C, serial no. 2461491, black, untested, 
body, G-VG, with 15mm f/3.5 lens, elements, 
G, together with a Minox B, serial no. 807864, 
black, untested, body, G, with 15mm f/3.5 lens, 
elements, G, with maker’s case £80-120
 

334. Minox Sub Minature Cameras, a 
chrome Minox BL, serial no. 1200127, body, 
G, together with a pair of Minox B’s; serial no. 
808025 and 976740, bodies, G, untested, with 
maker’s cases £80-100
 

335. Minox Sub Minature Cameras, 
a 35GT, serial no. 5132126, a EC, serial no. 
2756108, with film and battery and a 110s, 
serial no. 4511467, bodies, G-VG, in maker’s 
presentation boxes £80-120
 

336. A Zulauf Bebe Strut Folding Camera, 
serial no. 1093, black, body, F-G, some 
minor leather degredation, shutter working, 
focussing ring stuck, Robert Ballantine Optician 
Glasgow engraving to front standard edge, 
with Carl Zeiss Jena 7.5cm f/4.5 Tessar lens, no. 
148892, elements, G, light fungus, with film 
plate holder and leather case £100-150
 
337. A Adams & Co. Minex De-Luxe 
Reflex Camera, black, body F, shutter requires 
attention,some leatherette peeling in places, 
with Carl Zeiss Jena Tessar 16.5cm f/4.5 lens, 
no. 342440, barrel, G, elements, G, haze, with 
compartment storage for two DDS £70-90
 

338. A Ensign Multex Model 0 Camera, 
serial no. H21764, shutter blind damaged, 
body, G, with a Ross Xpres 53mm f/2.9 lens, no. 
139107, barrel, G, elements, F-G, haze, with 
maker’s ERC £200-300
 

339. A Zeiss Ikon Kolibri 523/18 Camera, 
serial no. Q68771, for China, shutter working, 
body, G, with a Carl Zeiss Jena 5cm f/3.5 Tessar 
lens, no. 1120191, elements, G, internal haze 
and dust £100-200
 
340. A Zeiss Ikon Ikonta 524/2 Folding 
Camera, serial no. U84243, shutter working, 
body, G-VG, with a Zeiss-Opton T 105mm f/3.5 
Tessar lens, no. 731633, barrel, VG, elements, 
VG, with maker’s case £150-250
 

341. A Berning Robot II Luftwaffe 
Eigentum Camera, serial no. F54921-6 
black, shutter working, long winder version, 
‘Luftwaffe Eigentum’ engraving to rear of 
top plate, body, G, some chips to paint and 
brassing, with a Schneider Kreuznach 7.5 cm 
f/3.8 Tele-Xenar lens, no. 1810568, engraving 
to lens mount, barrel, G, brassing, elements, G, 
haze £150-250
 

342. A Zeiss Ikon Tenax II Camera, serial 
no. H76263, chrome, body, G, marks to chrome 
around lugs, shutter working, with a Carl Zeiss 
Jena 4cm f/2.8 Tessar lens, no. 2143928, 
elements, G, light haze £180-220
 

343. A Voigtlander Bessa II Folding 
Rangefinder Camera, serial no. 3662909, 
chrome, body, VG, shutter working, with a 
Color-Heliar 105mm f/3.5 lens, barrel, VG, 
elements, VG, with maker’s case, G2 filter and 
310/37 lens hood £400-600
 

344. A Kodak Medalist I Camera, serial 
no. 13259, chrome, body, G, shutter untested, 
with a 100mm f/3.5 Ektar lens, elements, G, 
with maker’s case £50-100
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345. A Gomz Sport Classic Camera, black, 
shutter working, body, P-F, paint stripped 
around chassis, with 5cm f/3.5, elements, F-G
 £150-250

 
346. A Houghton Ensign Autorange 
820 Folding Rangefinder Camera, serial no. 
N10859, chrome, body G-VG, shutter sticking 
at slowest speeds, with a Ross Xpres 105mm 
f/3.8 lens, no. 75360, barrel, VG, elements, VG, 
with maker’s case £1000-1500
 

347. A Zeiss Ikon Super Nettel II Folding 
Camera, serial no. B22228, limited production 
run of 2000 examples, shutter working, body, 
G, minor brassing and marks to chrome, with a 
5cm f/2.8 Tessar lens, no. 1578621, elements, 
G £300-500
 

348. A Kodak No.1 Panoram-Kodak 
Camera, serial no. 1588, body, G, mechanism 
working, spirit level glass deteriotating,
 £150-200
 

355. A Canon 7 Rangefinder with 50mm 
f/0.95 Camera serial no. 936512, chrome, 
shutter working but blind rubbing slightly, 
body, G-VG, with 50mm f/0.95 lens, no. 22582, 
barrel, G, light paint wear and surface dirt, 
elements, G, some light cleaning marks and 
very small patch of fungus to rear element
 £800-1000

 356. A Pair of Minox Cameras, a 35ML, 
no. 7011193, with a 35 EL, no. 3510934, both 
with maker’s cases and boxes £40-60

 
357. A Contax II Rangefinder Camera, 
serial no. C.87869, chrome, shutter working, 
body, F-G, age related marks, with Carl Zeiss 
Jena 5cm f/2 Sonnar lens, no. 2200552, barrel, 
F-G, elements G, light haze, complete with 
Ambassador filter, B.D.B lens hood and ERC
 £100-150

 
358. A Rollei 35S ‘Gold’ Viewfinder 
Camera, serial no. 001040, 24 Karat gold 
plated and African lizard skin leatherette, 60th 
Anniversary Edition, shutter working, body, 
E, with a Rollei-HFT 40mm f/2.8 Sonnar lens, 
elements, E, seemingly unused in maker’s 
presentation wooden box, with paperwork and 
matching numbers packaging £400-600
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

349. A Pair of Minox C Cameras, serial no. 
2464782, black, body G-VG, complete with slip 
case, chain, instructions and box, tpgether with 
serial no. 2415966, chrome, marked ‘F1’ for 
Italian trading company FOWA, Italy, complete 
with slip case, chain and presentation box
 £80-120
 
350. A Beck Photomicrographic Camera, 
serial no. 28584, black, body, VG, with Epsilon 
shutter, working, eye piece attachment and 
maker’s wooden case £40-60
 
351. A Kodak Bull’s Eye Special No.2 Box 
Camera, model 98, black, leather covered 
wood, missing front lens board, body, F-G, 
some leather fading, shutter working £50-70
 

352. A Contax T2 Compact Camera, serial 
no. 026598, Titanium, shutter tested, body 
VG, with Carl Zeiss Sonnar 38mm f/2.8 lens, 
elements VG, complete with warranty, makers 
box and carry case £200-300
 

353. A Olympus OM-4 T SLR Camera, 
serial no. 1162788, untested, body F-G, some 
paint loss to film door, with a Zuiko Auto-W 
21mm f/3.5 lens, no. 118626, barrel, G, 
elements, G-VG, with maker’s cap and leather 
case £100-150
 
354. A Leica Minilux Zoom Camera, 
serial no. 2460933, shutter tested, body VG, 
with Vario-Elmar 35-70mm f/3.5 - 6.5 zoom 
lens, elements, G, complete with lens cap, 
instructions and maker’s case £100-150
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 368. A Nikon F2 Photomic SLR Body, 
serial no. 7820345, chrome, shutter working, 
body, G-VG, minor marks and paint loss to 
areas of photomic head, with MD-2 motor 
drive no. 460658, working, MB-1 battery pack, 
AS-1 flash coupler and maker’s body cap
 £250-350

 
369. A Nikon F Photomic SLR Body, serial 
no. 6544711, 1964, chrome, shutter working, 
body F-G, lightly rubbed around strap lugs and 
some light marks to top plate, with F36 motor 
drive, no. 152630, working, body F-G, some 
scratches and paint loss to corners and screws
 £250-300
 

370. A Nikon F3P SLR Body, serial no. 
9007479, black, shutter working, body G, some 
signs of wear around film door, with MD-4 
Motor drive, no 256210, working, with maker’s 
body cap £400-600

 
371. A Nikon F Photomic Model I SLR 
Camera, serial no. 6511830, 1963, chrome, 
shutter working, body, F, some marks to top 
plate and signs of leatherette peel to photomic 
head, with 2.8cm f/3.5 Nikkor-H Auto, no. 
313924, barrel, G, minor age related marks, 
elements, G, with maker’s case £100-200

 

364. A Zeiss Ikon Contarex Outfit, 
Contarex Super 10.2600 body, 1st version, 
serial no. G34254, body, F-G, some brassing 
and marks to chrome, shutter working, with 
Carl Zeiss 50mm f/2 Planar lens, no. 3700755, 
barrel, G, elements, G, a Contarex Bullseye 
10.2401, 1st version, serial no. T85341, shutter 
working, meter responding body, G, with Carl 
Zeiss 50mm f/2 Planar, barrel, G, elements VG, 
with Carl Zeiss lenses; 25mm f/2.8 Distagon, 
chrome, no. 3561770, barrel F-G, some marks 
to focussing ring, elements, G, a 85mm f/2 
Sonnar, black, no. 4915175, barrel, G, paint 
rub around mount, elements, G, 135mm f/4 
Sonnar, chrome, no. 3266332, barrel, F-G, 
marks to chrome, elements, G, complete with 
additional film backs; black (2), chrome (1), 
filters (3), lens hoods (2) and red maker’s film 
cannisters, (3), in padded aluminum case with 
instructions £1000-1500
 
365. A rare Robot 375 ‘Luftwaffe’ Bomb 
Strike Recording Camera, serial no. 047008, 
based on a Robot II with enlarged film capacity 
of 375 exposures and larger external coupled 
spring motor drive; it is recorded that approx. 
200 units were made during World War II which 
were mostly fitted as bomb-strike recording 
cameras to the tails of Junkers Ju87 ‘Stuka’ 
dive bombers: many were lost in action and it 
is suggested that only about fourteen remain; 
this example is in good condition, the motor 
and shutter have recently been serviced by a 
Robot specialist, one 10m cassette is present; 
the original 4cm Biotar lens has been replaced 
with a 53mm F2.9 Ross Xpress lens (No 
139106) on a helical mount with engravings on 
the mount tube £1000-1500
 

366. A Contax I Rangefinder Camera, 
serial no. Z25549, c1934, improved version, 
shutter sticking, body, G, with a Carl Zeiss Jena 
5cm f/2.8 Tessar lens, no. 1438513, barrel, G, 
elements, F-G, haze and internal dust, with 
addition film plate back adapter 540/13, and 
maker’s case £150-250

Nikon
 
367. A Nikon F3 Limited SLR Body, serial 
no. 9513517, black, untested, body VG-E, small 
patch of fungus at top of pentaprism, complete 
with all relevant paperwork, matching 
numbers box and strap; only 2000 examples 
manufactured for the Japanese market, with 
maker’s body cap £500-700

359. A Pair of German Rollei 35 Cameras, 
serial no. 3062062, 3131976, chrome, shutters 
working, bodies G, with Carl Zeiss 40mm f/3.5 
Tessar lenses, elements G, with maker’s soft 
ERC and instruction manual £80-100
 

360. A Rollei 35S ‘Gold’ Viewfinder 
Camera, serial no. 000600, 24 Karat gold 
plated and African lizard skin leatherette, 60th 
Anniversary Edition, shutter working, body, 
E, with a Rollei-HFT 40mm f/2.8 Sonnar lens, 
elements, E, seemingly unused in maker’s 
presentation wooden box, with paperwork and 
matching numbers packaging £400-600

361. A Zeiss Ikon Contessa 35 Compur 
Rapid, serial no. S1502, chrome, shutter 
jammed, body, G, with a T Zeiss-Opton 45mm 
f/2.8, no. 559009, elements, G £60-80
 

362. A Rollei QZ 35T Camera, serial no. 
2311356, designed by F.A Porsche, untested, 
body, G, with a 38-90mm f/2.8-5.6 Rollei HFT 
Vario Apogon, elements, G, complete with 
flash unit and maker’s lens cap £150-250
 
363. A Olympus Pen Camera, serial no. 
437807, chrome, shutter working, body, F-G, 
small nick near film rewind, with 2.8cm f/3.5 
Zuiko lens, elements, G, with maker’s lens 
hood and a pair of cases £30-50
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375. A Nikon F3 HP SLR Body, serial no. 
1206439, black, shutter working, body, F-G, 
some light brassing to top plate and paint 
marks on film door, with maker’s body cap and 
a SB-12 speedlight £100-200
 

376. A Nikon FM2 SLR Body, serial no. 
7277855, chrome, shutter working, body, 
G-VG, minor paint chips to film door, with 
maker’s body cap and MD-12 power winder
 £100-120

 
377. A Nikon FA SLR Body, serial no. 
5037911, chrome, shutter working, body, 
G-VG, with maker’s body cap and ERC £50-70
 

378. A Nikon F2 Photomic SLR Camera, 
serial no. 7460376, chrome, shutter working, 
body, G-VG, light marks to paint on photomic 
head and film door, with a Nikkor 28mm f/3.5 
AI lens, no. 1801612, barrel, G, elements, G, 
with maker’s ERC £120-180
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

 

372. A Nikon F Photomic SLR Model II 
Camera, serial no. 6960057, 1969, chrome, 
shutter working, body, G, minor brassing to 
photomic head and age related marks to 
chrome, with a Nikkor-S 50mm f/1.4 lens, 
no. 451070, barrel, G, elements, G, with half 
maker’s case £180-220
 

373. A Nikon SP Rangefinder Camera, 
serial no. 6202279, chrome, cloth shutter, 
BCO 01 006-3, an early example, (production 
started at 6200001), shutter working, body, 
G-VG, a couple of very minor paint chips, 
marks to chrome on bottom plate, with Nikkor 
S.C 5cm f/1.4 lens, no. 361108, barrel, VG-E, 
elements VG-E, with maker’s case and cap
 £500-700
 

374. A Nikon F SLR Camera, serial no. 
6504640, chrome, eye level finder, shutter 
working, body, F, some paint loss to corners 
and marks to chrome, with a Nikkor-H Auto 
2.8cm f/3.5 lens, no. 333122, barrel, G, 
elements, G, complete with period leaflets, 
instructions and brochures, ERC, maker’s box 
and matching numbers cardboard outer box in 
VG-E condition £100-150
 

379. A Nikon F SLR Camera, serial no. 
6991450, black, shutter working, body, F-G, 
leatherette beginning to peel around depth of 
field preview button, light brassing to top plate, 
with a 50mm f/1.4 Nikkor-S lens, no. 612233, 
barrel, G, elements, G-VG, with maker’s ERC
 £100-150
 

380. A Nikon F3 HP SLR Camera, serial 
no. 1535028, black, shutter working, body, 
F-G, minor brassing and paint loss to prism and 
film door, with MD-4 motor drive, no. 119109, 
untested, and Zoom Nikkor 35-70mm f/3.5 AI 
lens, no. 807931, barrel, G, elements, G, light 
dust, with maker’s lens hood and cap
 £150-250
 
381. A Nikon F Photomic FTN SLR 
Camera, serial no. 7086974, black, shutter 
working, body, G, brassed, with a 29mm 
f/2.8 Mitsuki MC lens, barrel, G, elements, G, 
together with maker’s box and accessories; a 
Type E focussing screen, a HN-3 lens hood, a 
early Nikon film cassette in case and more
 £150-200

 
382. A Nikon F3 SLR Camera, serial no. 
1229069, black, shutter working, body, F-G, 
some surface dirt and marks, with a 43-86mm 
f/3.5 Zoom-Nikkor lens, no. 793637, barrel, 
G, elements, G, complete with lens bubble, 
instructions, DR-3 viewfinder attachment and 
a Amber A12 52mm Nikon filter £80-120
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383. A Nikon F3 SLR Body, serial no. 
1378830, black, shutter working, body, G, 
minor paint marks and signs of brassing to 
prism and film door, together with AS-4 flash 
coupler and a hand-made italian half leather 
case with strap £100-150
 

384. A Nikon F2 Photomic SLR Body, 
serial no. 8031665, chrome, shutter working, 
body, F, some significant age related marks to 
chrome top plate and film door, with MD-2 
Motor drive, no. 412269 (working), MB-1 
battery pack, AR-1 soft release, with maker’s 
body cap £150-250

 

385. A Nikon F2 Photomic SLR Body, 
serial no. 7126388, chrome, shutter working, 
DP-1 photomic head, body G, minor paint loss 
and some marks to chrome baseplate,
 £100-150

386. A Nikon FM2 SLR Camera, serial 
no. 7397540, black, VG, shutter working, with 
Zoom-Nikkor 35-135mm f/3.5-4.5 lens, no. 
261057, barrel, G, elements, G, with maker’s 
strap and cap £100-150
 

387. A Nikon DA-2 Sports Viewfinder, 
black, body G, very light marks to paint, 
elements, G, with maker’s caps £50-80

 

388. A Collection of Novoflex Accessories, 
nikon fit, including bellows, copy stand, noflexar 
105mm f/4 lens, Macro-noflexar 60mm f/4, 
Leinik, Balflex and more, with maker’s boxes
 £40-60

389. A Nikon Table Top Tripod, yellow and 
chrome, single extension legs, condition, G-VG, 
with clear plastic fixtures and ratcheted head
 £30-50
 

390. A Nikon Nikkor-P Auto 10.5cm f/2.5 
Lens, serial no. 137974, black and chrome, 
barrel, VG, elements, G-VG, with maker’s caps, 
hood, lens bubble and matching numbers box
 £60-80
 

391. A Nikon Nikkor 50mm f/1.2 Lens, 
serial no. 216363, AI, black and chrome, barrel, 
G, light marks to focussing to ring, elements, 
G-VG, with unmarked cap’s £150-250
 

392. A Nikon Micro-Nikkor 200mm f/4 
Lens, serial no. 178394, AI, black, barrel, VG, 
elements, VG, light water like marks to front 
elements, with maker’s caps, instruction 
manual and matching numbers box 
£200-300
 

393. A Nikon Nikkor-H Auto 85mm f/1.8 
Lens, serial no. 195148, AI, black, barrel, VG, 
elements, G-VG, with maker’s caps £80-120
 

394. A Pair of Nikon Non-AI Lens, a Micro-
Nikkor-P.C Auto 55mm f/3.5, no. 804022, barrel 
G-VG, elements, G-VG, together with a Nikkor-
Q.C Auto 135mm f/2.8, no. 405544, barrel, 
G-VG, elements, G-VG, both with maker’s caps
 £70-100

 
395. A Nikon Reflex Nikkor C 500mm f/8 
Lens, serial no. 569993, black, barrel, G, light 
marks to paint in places, elements, G, with 
maker’s caps and case £100-200
 

396. A Nikon Nikkor 300mm f/4.5 Lens, 
serial no. 541222, AI black, barrel, F-G, light 
marks to paint, elements, G, light dustx, with 
maker’s caps and hood £100-150
 
397. A Nikon Nikkor-H Auto 28mm f/3.5 
Lens, serial no. 784641, black, barrel, G-VG, 
light marks to focusing ring, elements, VG, light 
internal dust, with maker’s lens bubble and box
 £60-80
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398. A Nikon AF-S Nikkor 70-300mm 
f/4.5-5.6 G VR Lens, serial no. 2372796, black, 
barrel, G-VG, elements, G-VG, with maker’s 
caps and lens bag £80-100
 

399. A Apo-Nikkor 610mm f/9 Lens, 
serial no. 642297, barrel, G, surface dirt and 
minor paint lost to aperture scale, elements, G, 
with maker’s caps £100-150
 

400. A Apo-Nikkor 610mm f/9 Lens, 
serial no. 650255, barrel, VG, elements, F-G, 
with maker’s caps £120-180
 

401. A Apo-Nikkor 610mm f/9 Lens, serial 
no. 642608, barrel, G, scratch mark to rear of 
lens mount, elements, G, with maker’s rear cap
 £100-150

 
402. A Apo-Nikkor 610mm f/9 Lens, serial 
no. 642288, barrel, G-VG, aperture blades do 
not appear to open, elements, G, minor dust 
and debris, with maker’s rear cap £80-120
 

403. A Apo-NIkkor 480mm f/9 Lens, 
serial no. 482579, barrel, G, light marks to 
paint, elements, G, some internal dust. with 
caps £120-180
 

404. A Nikon 240mm Prism, serial no. 
240113, body, minor paint chips, with Apo-
Nikkor 240mm f/9 lens, no. 254255, barrel, G, 
elements, VG £100-200

Medium Format
 
405. Hassleblad A12 Film Backs, serial 
nos. TC39532 (1954), CU40762 (1947 - non 
matching film insert), TI76839 (1964) and 
TI77613 (1964, bodies, G £80-120
 

406. A Hassleblad 500C/M Camera, 
serial no. RV1251884, 1981, chrome, shutter 
working, body, G, with A12 film back, no. 
RH3224671, 1982, G, and metered prism 
finder, F, chrome Carl Zeiss 80mm f/2.8 T* 
Planar lens, no. 6270655, barrel, G, elements, 
F-G, some internal dust and marks, togetherw 
with A12 film back, no. RP3246991, in maker’s 
box £200-300
 

407. A Hassleblad 500C/M Camera, serial 
no. RV1262339, 1981, black, shutter working, 
body, G, with A12 film back, RV32031127, 1981, 
F, paint loss, and waist level finder, black Carl 
Zeiss 80mm f/2.8 T* Planar lens, no. 6305773, 
barrel, F-G, elements, G, with maker’s box
 £250-350
 

408. A Rolleiflex 3.5F TLR Camera, serial 
no. 2231036, type 2, shutter working, meter 
responding, body, G-VG, with Carl Zeiss 75mm 
f/3.5 Planar lens, elements G-VG, complete 
with maker’s caps, ERC and accessories 
including filters (3) and lens hood £200-300
 

409. A Rolleiflex 3.5F TLR Camera, serial 
no. 2278825, type 2, shutter working, meter 
responding, body, G, with Carl Zeiss 75mm 
f/3.5 Planar lens, no. 3673317, elements, G, 
very small patch of fungus, with maker’s case 
and strap £150-250
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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417. A Linhof Technorama 617S 
Panoramic Camera, serial no. B021082, body, 
F-G, some abrasions and paint wear around 
tripod mount and strap lugs, with a Schneider 
Kreuznach Super-Angulon 90mm f/5.6 lens, 
in Copal-No.0 shutter - working, barrel, G, 
elements, G, cleaning marks, with Centre 
Filter IV, viewfinder attachment, elements, G, 
maker’s cap, strap and aluminum outift case
 £2000-3000
 

418. A Bronica ETRS Medium Format 
Camera, serial no. 7169108, body G, with 
a Zenzanon EII 75mm f/2.8 lens, elements, 
G, 40mm f/4 lens, elements, F, fungus, AE-
II viewfinder, ETE 35mm film back, prism 
viewfinder and instruction manual
 £100-200
 

419. A Rolleiflex 6006 Camera Outfit, 
serial no. 005320040, black, untested, magazin 
6000 6x6 film back, body, VG, with Rollei HFT 
80mm f/2.8 Planar lens, no. 8093161, barrel, 
VG, elements, VG, complete with additional 
film back, film insert, battery and charger unit 
and Metz 45 CT-5 flash with C70 flash adapter
 £250-350
 

410. A Rolleiflex T TLR Camera, serial 
no. 2193050, type 1, shutter working, meter 
responding, body, G-VG, Rollei red ribbon 
attached to film spool, seemingly unused, with 
Carl Zeiss 75mm f/3.5 Tessar lens, elements, 
G-VG, complete with maker’s caps, ERC and 
instruction manual £150-250
 

411. A Rolleiflex 3.5F ‘White Face’ TLR 
Camera, serial no. 2853377, type 4, shutter 
working, meter responding, body, VG-E, with 
Schneider-Kreuznach 75mm f/3.5 Xenotar lens, 
no. 12215735, elements, G-VG, with maker’s 
caps, ERC and instruction manual £200-300
 

412. A Mamiya C33 Professional TLR 
Camera, serial no. H 334248R, body VG-E, with 
Mamiya Sekor 80mm f/2.8 lens, no. 64854, 
elements, VG-E, in a Seikosha-S shutter, firing 
at all speeds, with maker’s caps, ERC, matching 
numbers maker’s box and more £100-200
 

413. A Asahi Pentax 6X7 SLR Camera, 
serial no. 4195677, black, metered prism, 
shutter fires, body, F-G, minor cosmetic ding 
to prism, wooden handle grip, with a SMC-
Takumar 90mm f/2.8 lens, no. 6406172, barrel, 
F-G, some paint loss around rim, elements, 
G-VG, with maker’s caps £100-200
 

414. A Rolleiflex Automat TLR Camera, 
serial no. 683761, type 1, 1937-1939, shutter 
working, body, G, with Carl Zeiss Jena 7..5cm 
f/3.5 Tessar lens, no. 2180509, elements, G, 
light haze, with maker’s case £100-150
 

415. A Agfa Super Isolette Folding 
Camera, serial no. UK4283, 1954-1960, body, 
VG, shutter working, Wallace Heaton Dealer 
stamp to film door, with Agfa 75mm f/3.5 
Solinar lens, no. UO7414, elements, G-VG, with 
maker’s case and lens hood £120-180
 

416. A Asahi Pentax 6X7 SLR Camera 
Oufit, serial no. 4108829, body G, wooden 
handle grip, with lenses; a SMC Takumar/6x7 
75mm f/4.5 lens, no. 5440002, barrel, G, 
elements, VG, a SMC Macro-Takumar/6x7 
135mm f/4 lens, no. 8457605, barrel, G, 
elements, VG, a SMC Takumar/6x7 150mm 
f/2.8, barrel, G, elements, VG, together with 
accessories including film stock, filters and a 
waist level finder £300-500
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420. A Mamiya 645 Pro TL Outfit, 
serial no. CE1003, black, shutter working, 
body, G-VG, with WG401 power winder, F-G, 
working, and 120 film backs (3), additional 
film inserts (2), Polaroid back, cable release, 
finder mask, manual winder, 2x M45 Teleplus 
MC6 converter and Mamiya lenses; a Mamiya 
Sekor-C 80mm f/2.8, a 80mm f/4 Macro, a 
150mm f/3.5,a 300mm f/5.6, barrels, G-VG, 
elements, G-VG £500-700
 

421. A MPP Microflex TLR Camera, serial 
no. I4388, black, shutter working, body, G-VG, 
with MPP 77.5mm f/3.5 Micronar lens, no. 
14658, elements, G, with maker’s case, lens 
hood and filters £100-150
 

422. A Fuji GX 680 III Professional Camera 
System, serial no. 2073093, body, F-G, waist 
level finder, some wear to baseplate and marks 
to body, with AE finder III, roll film holder III 
N (2), film cassette inserts, 120 (2), 220 (3), 
extension rail set, remote release III, and EBC 
Fujinon Lenses; a GX M 50mm f/5.6, barrel, 
P-F, significant ding to lens rim otherwise, G, 
elements, G, a GX M 65mm f/5.6, barrel, G, 
elements, G, a GX M 100mm f/4, barrel, F-G, 
elements, G, a GX M 180mm f/5.6, barrel, G, 
elements, G, a GX M 210mm f/5.6, barrel, 
G, elements, G, and a GX M 500mm f/8 lens, 
barrel, G, elements, G, complete with a qty of 
format rings, adapters, batteries, and more in a 
black 1650 Peli case £2000-3000

Mahogany & Brass
 
423. A Reynolds & Branson Ltd Patent 
‘Rystos’ Quarter-Plate Camera, with Goerz 
f/6.8 Dagor 150mm lens, lens box, and three 
dds, in canvas case, with tripod, body G, lens G, 
hazy £100-150

424. A Early Mahogany and Brass 
Ferrotype Camera, unmarked, with brass iris 
lens, rack and pinion focusing, lacks iris knob, 
with sprung extending brass plate transit 
arm, with slider plate carrier to top, folding 
focusing screen cover, sliding focusing screen 
mount, screen broken, with hinged access 
door, and bracket beneath for plate washing 
tank, tank missing, with threaded tripod socket 
to underside, condition F, with some chemical 
staining, circa 1890 £400-600

425. A Shew & Co. Xit Camera, body, G, 
some age related marks with a Bausch & Lomb 
laquered brass lens and shutter,elements, F, 
some fungus, with a Premo film pack adapter, 
DDS (2) and mahogany box
 £100-150
 

426. A Sinclair Magic Lantern Slide 
Reducing Camera, body, G, with canvas 
bellows, rack and pinion focussing, swing back, 
and a Multifex Positive Lens, elements, G,
 £80-120
 
427. A Robert Abraham ‘The Challenge’ 
Tailboard Studio Camera, 10 x 12” ground 
glass, single extension, red leather bellows, 
tilt and swing back, body, G, with later fitted 
wooden base protector, with J.H Dallmeyer 
10x8 Rapid Rectilinear waterhouse stop lens, 
no. 24487, 1875, barrel, G, elements, G-VG, 
complete with mahogany DDS
 £300-500
 
428. A J. Lancaster Instantograph Camera, 
double extension, black leather tapered 
bellows, tilt and swing back, body, G, with a 
laquered brass Fren’s Rectilinear Rapid Aplanat 
No.2 Lens, circular iris diaphragm, barrel, G, 
elements, F-G, minor balsam seperation to 
peripheries, complete with mahogany DDS
 £80-120
 

429. A Toyo Field Camera, serial no. SF-
12372, grey enamel finish, 5X4” exposures, 
body, G, with Schneider-Kreuznach lenses; a 
135mm f/4.7 Xenar, no. 2917377, no. 4006414 
(coated), both in rim set Synchro-Compur-P 
shutter, barrels, G, elements, G, a 180mm f/4.5 
Xenar, no. 2917377, in dial set compur shutter, 
barrel, G, elements, G, and wide angle lenses 
by Hugo Meyer Gorlitz, a 3” f/9 Aristostigmat, 
elements, G, and Wray London 89mm f/6.3, 
elements, G, with DDS (6) and Fuji quick 
changer 45 sheet film holder £250-350

Lenses
 

430. A Zeiss-Opton 135mm f/4 Sonnar T, 
serial no. 92547, chrome, Contax mount, barrel 
F-G, some light marks to chrome and surface 
dirt, elements, G-VG, with maker’s caps
 £40-60

 
431. A Carl Zeiss Jena 13.5cm f/4 Sonnar, 
serial no. 1525654, black and nickel, Contax 
mount, barrel, F-G, some brassing and paint 
loss to focussing ring, elements, G, light 
internal dust £40-60
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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440. A Carl Zeiss 135mm f/2.8 Sonnar 
HFT Lens, serial no. 5366527, black, QBM 
mount, barrel, G, elements, G, light internal 
dust, with maker’s caps £80-120
 

441. A Rollei-HFT 200mm f/4 Tele-Tessar 
Lens, serial no. 1710499, black, QBM mount, 
barrel, G-VG, elements, G, very minor fungus, 
with maker’s caps £80-120

 
442. A Asahi Pentax 150mm f/2.8 Super-
Takumar/6X7 Lens, serial no. 3493169, black, 
barrel F-G, minor paint loss and additional 
serial no. scratched into barrel, elements, 
G-VG, light internal dust, with makers’s caps
 £60-80
 

443. A Asahi Pentax 135mm f/4 SMC 
Macro-Takumar Lens, serial no. 8431676, 
black, barrel, G, light wear to paint on focussing 
ring, elements, G-VG, with maker’s caps
 £80-120

432. A Canon 400mm f/4.5 FD Lens, serial 
no. 15432, black, barrel, G-VG, minor marks to 
paint, elements, G-VG, with makers cap, and 
box £80-120

 

433. A Carl Zeiss 16mm f/2.8 F-Distagon 
HFT Lens, serial no. 5649912, black, QBM 
mount, barrel, G, elements, G-VG, with maker’s 
caps £200-300

 

434. A Carl Zeiss 18mm f/4 Distagon HFT 
Lens, serial no. 5647932, black, QBM mount, 
barrel, F-G, small ding adjacent to focussing 
scale, does not affect movement, elements, 
VG, with maker’s caps £200-300
 

435. A Carl Zeiss 25mm f/2.8 Distagon 
Lens, serial no. 5309244, black, QBM mount, 
barrel, G, elements, G-VG, with maker’s caps
 £120-180
 

436. A Carl Zeiss 35mm f/2.8 Distagon 
Lens, serial no. 8016846, black, QBM mount, 
barrel F, some light scratches and paint loss, 
elements,, F-G, light internal dust, with maker’s 
caps £80-120

 
437. A Carl Zeiss 50mm f/1.4 Planar HFT 
Lens, serial no. 4948555, black, QBM mount, 
barrel, G, minor paint loss around focussing 
ring, elements, G, light internal dust, with 
maker’s front cap £100-150

 
438. A Carl Zeiss 85mm f/1.4 Planar HFT 
Lens, serial no. 5645392, black, QBM mount, 
barrel, G-VG, elements, G, light haze and 
cleaning marks, with maker’s caps £350-450

 

439. A Rollei-HFT 85mm f/2.8 Sonnar 
Lens, serial no. 8046720, black, QBM mount, 
barrel, F, marks to focussing ring, elements, 
F-G, light haze and dust, with maker’s caps
 £60-80
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444. A SMC Pentax 105mm f/2.4 lens, 
serial no. 8558588, black, barrel, G, elements, 
G, with maker’s caps and lens hood £80-120
 

445. A Carl Zeiss 50mm f/1.7 Planar T* 
Lens, serial no. 6505150, black, Contax/Yashica 
mount, barrel, VG-E, elements, VG, with 
instructions and maker’s box £80-120
 

446. A National Optical Company 105mm 
f/3.5 Trinol Anastigmat Lens, serial no. 034401, 
black with chrome mount marked ‘Stewartry’, 
M39 mount, body, F, some paint loss around 
depth of field scale, elements, F-G, light haze 
and dust £100-200
 

447. A Taylor Taylor Hobson 6” f/4.5 
Cooke Series II Aviar Anastigmat Lens, serial 
no. 531128, barrel, G, elements, F-G, light 
fungus, together with a Boyer Paris 210mm 
f/6.8 Beryl lens, no. 707475, barrel, G-VG, 
elements, F-G, fungus £80-120
 

448. A Collection of Enlarging Lenses, 
including a Dallmeyer 4” f/4.5 Popular 
Enlarging Anastigmat in maker’s box, a 
Wollensak 162mm f/4.5 Velostigmat, Taylor 
Hobson 2” f/2.8 Cooke Kinic, a Ross Resolux 
and a Schneider Kreuznach 50mm Componar
 £50-100

 

449. A 20” f/6.3 Air Ministry Lens, serial 
no. VV173194, british army broad arrow 
engraving to barrel , job no. 14a/3262, barrel, 
G, minor paint loss, elements, G, some light 
internal dust and haze £150-250
 
450. A Dallmeyer New Large Adon f/4.5 
508mm Telephoto Lens, serial no. 629477, 
body F, elements F-G, separation to periphery 
of one element £100-150

451. A Ross Telecentric 13in f/6.8 Lens, 
serial no. 74506, black, circa 1910, body, VG, 
elements, VG, with detachable laquered brass 
lens hood and leather case £30-50
 
452. A Meyer-Optik Görlitz 250mm f/5.5 
Tele Megor Lens, serial no. 1001830, black, 
with a Leitz 16590N UOOYW milled adapter 
ring for use with bellows, barrel, G, some small 
scratches to paint, elements, F-G, light haze 
and internal dust £50-70
 

453. A Canon 17-40mm f/2.8 EF L USM 
Zoom Lens, serial no. 659748, barrel, G-VG, 
elements, G-VG, with EW-83E hood, maker’s 
caps and lens bag £150-250
 
454. A Canon 24-105mm f/4 EF L IS USM 
Lens, serial no. 380951, barrel, G, elements, 
VG, with maker’s caps £100-150
 

455. A Canon 300mm f/4 EF L IS USM 
Lens, serial no. 126046, barrel, G, elements, 
VG, with maker’s caps and bag £300-500
 

456. A Canon, 70-200mm f/2.8 EF L IS 
USM serial no. 233544, barrel, G, elements, G, 
small glue-like mark to outer periphery of one 
element, with ET-74 hood, maker’s caps and 
lens bag £400-600

 
457. A Mamiya-Sekor C 50mm f/4.5 Lens 
(RB), serial no. 56239, barrel, G, elements, 
G-VG, with maker’s caps £100-150
 
458. A Zenza Bronica 50mm f/3.5 Lens, 
serial no. 5310601, barrel, G, elements, VG, 
with maker’s caps, rubber hood and filter
 £100-150

 
459. A Zenza Bronica 110mm f/4 Macro 
Zenzanon-PS Lens, serial no. 11104830, barrel, 
G, some marks around mount, elements, G, 
minor cleaning marks, with maker’s caps
 £80-120
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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460. A Zenza Bronica 200mm f/4.5 
Zenzanon-PS Lens, serial no. 20401028, barrel, 
G, light marks to paint, elements, G, with 
maker’s caps £80-120
 

461. A Mamiya K/L 127mm f/3.5 L Lens 
(RB), serial no. 037710, barrel, G-VG, elements, 
VG, with maker’s caps £100-200
 

462. A Mamiya K/L 180,, f/4.5 L-A Lens, 
(RB), serial no. 002514, barrel, G-VG, elements, 
G, light haze and internal dust, with maker’s 
caps £100-200

 

463. A Carl Zeiss 50mm f/4 Distagon Lens 
(Hassleblad), serial no. 5302572, chrome, 
barrel, G, light marks to chrome, elements, G, 
light dust and cleaning marks, with maker’s 
caps £100-200

469. A Leica I Mod B Rim-Set Compur 
Camera, serial no. 21480, 1930, black, round 
accessory shoe, dimpled mushroom release, 
shutter working, body, VG, with 50mm f/3.5 
Elmar lens, elements, G, light haze £1600-1800
 

470. A Leica Standard Model E Camera, 
serial no. 355650*, 1947/48, chrome, body, 
G-VG, shutter working, with a 5cm f/3.5 post 
war, coated Elmar lens, no. 745200, 1949, 
barrel, G-VG, elements, G-VG, with maker’s 
cap; the serial number of this camera is the 
last to be assigned to this Leica model, the * 
has been said to suggest a duplicated serial 
number £300-500

 
471. A Leica Ig Camera Body, serial no. 
925914, 1958, chrome, body, G-VG, baseplate 
protector applied at some stage, shutter 
working, with body cap £200-300
 

472. A Leica I Model A Camera, serial no. 
13567, 1929, black, dimpled release, body, 
G, with a close focus 50mm f/3.5 Elmar lens, 
meter scale, barrel, G-VG, elements, G-VG, 
with FODIS rangefinder, meter scale, no. 2776, 
and maker’s cap £600-800

464. A Hugo Meyer & Co. Gorlitz Foc. 
3” f/4.5 Lens, D mount(?) cine lens, black 
and chrome, barrel, G, elements, F-G, some 
internal dust and debris £60-80
 
465. A Canon Zoom Lens 70-200mm f/4 
EF L USM Lens, serial no. 304944, barrel, G, 
some minor whitening to rubber, elements, G, 
with maker’s caps and lens bag £100-200
 

Leica Screw Cameras

466. A Leica IIIf Camera, serial no. 
280865, 1938, chrome, shutter working, body, 
F-G, chrome degredation to rewind knob, light 
meter marks to top plate and minor signs of 
vulcanite peel around lens mount, with a 5cm 
f/2 Summitar lens, no. 760508, 1950, barrel, G, 
elements, F-G, bubble, with maker’s cap and 
ERC £150-200
 

467. A Leica IIIf Red Dial Delayed Action 
Camera, serial no.720712, 1954, chrome, 
shutter working, body, VG-E, with a 5cm f/2 
Summicron, no. 1172927, 1954, barrel, VG-E, 
elements, G-VG £350-450
 

468. A Leica IIIg Camera, serial no. 
981073, 1959, chrome, shutter working, blind 
requires attention, body VG-E, with 50mm 
f/2.8 Elmar lens, no. 1633088, barrel, VG, 
elements, G-VG, with maker’s cap and ERC
 £450-650
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 473. A Leica IIIc Camera Body, serial no. 
517486, 1950, upgraded to IIIF, black dial, rear 
of top plate beneath flash sync milled out, base 
plate has ‘IIIC Leitz-Eigentum 517486’ in pencil, 
shutter working, body, G-VG, age related 
marks, with maker’s body cap; This camera was 
last sold at Westlicht in November 2016. This 
camera is ex Bawendi collection and only 85 
of these black IIIc cameras were produced. We 
understand that all of these IIIc black cameras, 
like this one, were upgraded to IIIf. £2500-4500
 

474. A Leica If Black Dial Camera, serial 
no. 564185, 1952, last batch, shutter working, 
body G-VG, with Red-scale, diamond focussing 
index, 5cm f/3.5 coated Elmar lens, no. 
1003389, 1952, barrel, G-VG, elements, G-VG, 
with maker’s lens cap £300-500

 
475. A Leica Standard Model E Camera 
Body, serial no. 188312, 1932, nickel fittings, 
shutter working at all speeds, body, VG-E
 £300-500

 
476. A Leica IIIg Camera Body, serial no. 
934867, 1958, chrome, shutter working, body, 
VG-E, complete with maker’s cap, ERC and box
 £350-550
 

477. A Leica II Camera, serial no. 302712, 
1938, chrome, shutter working, body, VG, with 
Visoflex II, OTXBO magnifier and 9cm f/4 Elmar 
lens, no. 1162642, 1954, barrel, VG, elements, 
G-VG, light haze, with maker’s cap £200-300
 

478. A Leica Ic Camera, serial no. 560660, 
1951, chrome, shutter working, body, VG, with 
a 5cm f/2 Summitar, no. 990859, 1952, barrel, 
G-VG, elements, G-VG, light haze, with maker’s 
cap, £200-300
 

479. A Leica IIIc Camera Body, serial 
no. 379286, 1941/42, chrome, shutter 
intermittently sticking at slower speeds, body, 
VG, with maker’s cap £100-200
 

480. A Leica II Model D Camera, serial no. 
78906, 1932, black, first batch, nickel fittings, 
shutter working, body, G, minor brassing and 
marks to paint, with 50mm f/3.5 Elmar, no. 
93397, eleven o’clock release, bell push, barrel 
G, elements, G, cleaning marks, with maker’s 
cap £500-700
 

481. A Leica IIIf Red Dial Delayed Action 
Camera Body, serial no. 695518, 1954, chrome, 
shutter working, body, G-VG, minor paint loss 
around shutter speed dial, with maker’s body 
cap £150-250

 
482. A Leica IIc Sharkskin Camera, serial 
no. 444745, 1949, chrome, shutter working, 
body, G-VG, light marks to chrome, with 5cm 
f/3.5 Elmar lens, no. 803767, 1950, chrome, 
barrel, G, minor chrome degredation around 
focussing scale, elements, G, moderate 
cleaning marks, with maker’s lens cap
 £250-350
 

483. A Leica Standard Model E Camera 
(US Market), serial no. 355329, 1948, chrome, 
last batch, shutter working, body, VG, some 
light marks to chrome around tripod mount, 
with a 5cm f/3.5 Elmar lens, no. 69001, 1949, 
chrome, barrel, VG, elements, G, cleaning 
marks, with maker’s lens cap; US import 
Standard’s were built using the Leica III body 
shell £400-600
 

484. A Leica IIIc Camera Body, serial no. 
438940, 1946/77, chrome, shutter working, 
refinished with sharkskin vulcanite, body, VG, 
with maker’s body cap £80-120
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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489. A Leica IIIa Camera, serial no. 
189714, 1936, chrome, shutter working, body, 
P-F, significant signs of damage to top plate 
around rewind knob, with 5cm f/2 collapsible 
Summar, no. 285958, 1936, barrel, F, brassed, 
elements, G, light haze and dust £80-120
 

490. A Leica IIIg Camera, serial no. 
860901, 1957, chrome, shutter working, body, 
VG, with a 5cm f/2 Summitar lens, no. 755206, 
1949, barrel, VG, elements, VG, with maker’s 
ERC and lens cap £400-600

Leica Screw Lenses
 

491. A Leitz 13.5cm f/4.5 Elmar Lens, 
serial number, n.a, all black with nickel 
focussing scale, barrel VG-E, minor age related 
brassing, elements, G, light haze, with maker’s 
caps and leather case £100-150
 

492. A Leitz 3.5cm f/3.5 Elmar Lens, serial 
no. 225018, 1934, nickel, barrel, G, surface dirt 
and minor marks, elements, P-F, internal marks 
toward rear elements £100-200
 

493. A Leitz 35mm f/2.8 Summaron Lens, 
serial no. 1679074, 1959, chrome, barrel, 
G-VG, light marks to chrome, elements, VG, 
with maker’s caps £450-550
 

494. A Leitz ELC 35mm f/2 Summicron 
Lens, serial no. 1656558, 1959, chrome, barrel, 
G-VG, light marks to chrome, elements, VG, 
with maker’s caps £1400-1600
 

495. A Leitz 3.5cm f/3.5 Summaron Lens, 
serial no. 1159862, 1954, chrome, barrel, VG, 
elements, G, light haze, with maker’s caps
 £150-200
 

496. A Leitz 2.8cm f/6.3 Hektor Lens, 
serial no. 790682, 1950, chrome, post war 
serial number engraving to rear, coated, 
international stops, barrel, VG, elements, VG, 
with maker’s caps £400-600

485. A Leica IIIa Camera, serial no. 
357122, 1948/50, chrome, shutter working, 
refinished in sharkskin vulcanite, body, G-VG, 
with maker’s body cap £80-120
 

486. A Leica Standard Model E. Camera, 
serial no. 333584, 1939, black, chrome 
fittings, shutter working, body, VG, base plate 
repainted, with a 5cm f/3.5 Elmar, no. 589760, 
1942, barrel, VG, elements, G, light internal 
haze and dust, with maker’s lens cap £250-350
 

487. A Leica II Camera, serial no. 93326, 
1932, black, nickel fittings, shutter working, 
body, G, age related marks to paint, with a 
5cm f/3.5 Elmar len, no. 155369, barrel, VG, 
elements, VG, very minor fungus to outer 
peripheries of front elements, with maker’s 
cap £200-300

 
488. A Leica II Camera, serial no. 81856, 
1932, black, nickel fittings, shutter working, 
body, G, some signs of old repainting, with a 
5cm F/3.5 Elmar lens, no. 120106, bell push, 
barrel, VG, elements, G-VG, light haze and 
cleaning marks, with maker’s cap £200-300
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497. A Leitz 5cm f/2 Summar Lens, serial 
no. 167094, 1933, nickel, rigid mount, barrel, 
VG, elements, G-VG, small bubbles in front 
element and some light cleaning marks, with 
maker’s caps £800-1000

 

498. A Leitz 5cm f/2 Summar Lens, 
serial no. 192101, 1933, chrome, black rim, 
collapsible mount, barrel, VG, elements, G, 
light haze and cleaning marks,with maker’s 
caps £200-300
 

499. A Leitz 5cm f/2.5 Hektor Lens, serial 
no. 168283, 1933, chrome, seven o’clock 
release, barrel, VG, elements, VG, with maker’s 
caps £400-600
 

504. A Leitz 50mm f/3.5 Elmar Lens, 
serial no. 82271, nickel, late pattern, barrel, 
G-VG, elements, G, haze and some marks, with 
maker’s caps £100-200
 

505. A Leitz 50mm f/3.5 Elmar Lens, 
serial no. n.a, nickel, flat catch, barrel, G-VG, 
elements, G, haze and some marks, with 
maker’s caps £100-200

 506. A Leitz 5cm f/2 Summitar Lens, 
serial no. 559839, 1942, continental scale, 
barrel, G-VG, elements, G, with maker’s caps
 £100-200
 

507. A Leitz 35mm f/3.5 Elmar Lens, serial 
no. 171147, 1933, nickel, barrel, G, slightly 
mishapen lens rim, elements, F-G, small patch 
of separation and cleaning marks, with maker’s 
caps £100-200
 Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price

500. A Leitz 50mm f/3.5 Elmar Lens, 
serial no. n.a, nickel, no catch, barrel, G, minor 
paint loss, elements, G, very minor fungus and 
light haze £120-180

501. A Leitz 5cm f/2 Summar Lens, serial 
no. 209461, 1934, chrome, collapsible, barrel, 
G-VG, elements, VG, light haze, together with 
maker’s caps and a SOOMP Summar lens hood, 
VG-E £150-250
 

502. A Leitz 5cm f/2 Summitar Lens, serial 
no 487950, 1938, from the first production 
batch, chrome, continental scale, circular iris 
diaphragm, barrel, G-VG, elements, G-VG, with 
maker’s caps £150-250
 

503. A Leitz 50mm f/3.5 Elmar Lens, 
serial no. 133118, nickel, bell push, barrel, G, 
elements, G, light haze and cleaning marks, 
with maker’s caps £100-200
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508. A Leitz 13.5 cm f/4.5 Hektor Lens, 
complete with black Elmar lens hood and 
SHOOC bright line viewfinder in maker’s case
 £60-80

Leica Copies
 

509. A Minolta 35 Model II Rangefinder 
Camera, serial no. 46242, 1953, chrome, 
shutter working, body, F-G, however 
leatherette repaired and name scratched into 
rangefinder housing, with a Super Rokkor 
45mm f/2.8 lens, no. 1405029, elements, G, 
with maker’s cap £50-100
 

510. A Reid & Sigrist IIIa Rangefinder 
Camera, serial no. P2714, 1953, chrome, 
shutter working, body, VG-E, light marks to 
chrome on bottom plate, with a Taylor Hobson 
2” f/2 anastigmat lens, no. 329598, barrel, VG-
E, elements, VG-E, with maker’s cap and ERC
 £1200-1800

Leica M Cameras
 

511. A Leica Mda Body, serial no. 
1245187, chrome, shutter sticking at slowest 
speed, shutter speed dial has some minor play, 
body G, light marks to chrome, complete with 
maker’s body cap, matching numbers box, and 
repair slip from Leitz 1989 £100-150

 

512. A Early Leica M3 Double Stroke 
Body, serial no. 702149, 1954, chrome, shutter 
working, body, F-G, light marks to top plate, 
scratch to eyepiece glass and some paint loss 
around film door £350-550
 

513. A Leica M3 Single Stroke Body, serial 
no. 1057454, 1962, chrome, shutter working, 
original glass pressure plate, body, G, light 
marks to top plate from meter, complete with 
a maker’s ERC and Meter MC £400-600
 

514. A Leica M2 Rangefinder Camera, 
serial no. 1018320, 1961, chrome, shutter 
working, innacurate at slow speeds, body, F-G, 
light marks to chrome top and bottom plate, 
small ding to rewind knob, with a 50mm f/2.8 
Elmar lens, no. 1727161, barrel, G, elements, F, 
scratch like marks internally, with maker’s cap 
and ERC £350-550

 
515. A Leica CL Rangefinder Camera, 
serial no. 1302846, 1973, black, shutter 
working, body G-VG, minor chip in bottom 
plate, with a 40mm f/2 Summicron-C lens, no. 
2565447, barrel, G, elements, G-VG, light haze, 
with maker’s cap, soft ERC and Leitz hard outfit 
case £400-600

 

516. A Leica M5 Rangefinder Body, serial 
no. 1297201, 1972, black chrome, shutter 
working, body, VG, with maker’s body cap
 £300-500

 
517. A Leica M2 Rangefinder Camera, 
serial no. 1006252, 1960, chrome, lever 
rewind, self timer, shutter working body, G-VG, 
light marks to chrome on base plate, with 
maker’s body cap and matching numbers box
 £300-500

Leica M Lenses
 

518. A Leitz 5cm f/2 Summicron Lens, 
serial no. 1117544, 1953, chrome, collapsible, 
1st version with focussing scale in meters only, 
barrel, G, elements, G, light haze and cleaning 
marks, with Uva filter and maker’s front cap
 £200-300
 

519. A Leitz 50mm f/1.4 Summilux Lens, 
serial no. 1884785, 1961, chrome, 1st version, 
12521 G lens hood, barrel, G, minor surface 
dirt, elements, G, however seperation effecting 
the outer peripheries or rear elements
 £400-600
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520. A Leitz 35mm f/3.5 Summaron Lens 
with Eyes, serial no. 1362213, 1956, chrome, 
barrel, G, some surface dirt, elements, G, light 
haze, with maker’s caps £100-200
 

521. A Leitz Canada 35mm f/2 Summicron 
Lens, serial no. 2222775, 1966, chrome, 1st 
version, focussing down to 0.7m, M2, barrel, 
F-G, some minor scratches, elements, G-VG, 
minor cleaning marks and internal dust, with 
maker’s caps and IROOA lens hood £600-800
 

522. A Leitz ELC 90mm f/2.8 Tele-Elmarit 
Lens, serial no. 2148083, 1965, black, 1st 
version, barrel, F, some paint chips to focussing 
and aperture ring, elements, G-VG, light 
internal dust, with maker’s caps and 11250 
hood £150-250

 
523. A Leitz 90mm f/2.8 Elmarit Lens, 
serial no. 1684250, 1959, 1st version, barrel, 
G-VG, elements, G-VG, with IUFOO lens hood, 
maker’s cap and lens bubble £100-200
 

524. A Leitz 135mm f/4.5 Hektor Lens, 
serial no. 1737942, 1960, barrel, G-VG, 
elements, G, light haze, with maker’s cap and 
lens bubble £60-80

 
525. A Leitz 3.5cm f/3.5 Summaron Lens, 
serial no. 1556976, 1958,E39 mount, barrel, G, 
elements, G-VG, light haze, with maker’s caps 
and ITDOO lens hood £120-180

 
526. A Leitz 5cm f/2.8 Elmar Lens, 
serial no. 1601615, 1958, ELMOM, barrel, 
G, elements, F, substantial oil haze affecting 
peripheries of lens, with maker’s caps and 
ITOOY lens hood £100-200

Leica R Cameras & Lenses
 

527. A Leica R4 Body, serial no. 1597734, 
1982, black chrome, shutter working, body, 
F-G, age related marks to bottom plate, with 
maker’s case and instruction manual £50-70
 

528. A Leitz 35mm f/2.8 Elmarit - R Lens 
(11231), serial no. 3332784, 1994, 3rd version, 
black, barrel, G, elements, VG, with maker’s 
caps £150-250

 
529. A Leitz ELC 90mm f/2 Summicron 
- R Lens (11219), serial no. 3342628, 1994, 
black, barrel G, very minor paint degredation 
to focussing scale, elements, VG, with maker’s 
caps and lens bag £200-300
 

530. A Leitz 60mm f/2.8 Elmarit - R Lens 
(11212), serial no. 3278729, 1983, black, 
barrel, G-VG, elements, G, with maker’s caps 
and lens bag £200-300
 

531. A Leitz 35-70mm f/3.5 Vario-Elmar-R 
Lens (11248), serial no. 3539065, 1990, second 
version, black, barrel, G, elements, G-VG, with 
maker’s caps £300-350
 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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532. A Leitz 60mm f/2.8 Macro-Elmarit 
Lens (11205), serial no. 2762751, 1976, first 
version, black, barrel, G, elements, G, with 
maker’s caps and matching numbers box, 
together with a Macro-Elmarit Adapter 1:1 
(14198), barrel, G-VG, in maker’s box £200-300

Leica Accessories
 

533. A Leitz VISOR ‘Torpedo’ Universal 
Viewfinder, black, with 3.5, 5cm and 13.5 cm 
frames lines, body, G, some brassing, elements, 
G-VG, together with a pair of eyes and SBOOI 
50mm bright line finder £100-150
 
534. A Leitz Fokin Long Base Rangefinder, 
black, large diameter 3.5cm wheel, body, VG, 
elements, VG, with maker’s leather case
 £40-60
 
535. A Pair of Leitz Epidiascopes, grey, 
with 400mm f/3.5 Telyt Lens, together with a 
larger example with a custom made 800mm 
f/3.5 Telyt lens, both complete with power 
supply and control units £200-250
 

536. Boxed Leitz Accessories, including 
LVFOO chimney viewfinder, OZYXO Visoflex 
I body, no. 31234, UXOOR bellows with 
instructions and OZWTO double cable release, 
condition, VG, in maker’s boxes £50-70

 
537. A Numbered Series of Limited 
Edition Prints, no. 0018/0050 from a limited 
run of this print series, three examples of 
technical drawings from the earliest Leica 
models; the first, dated 23 June 1923 showing 
the Nullserie camera, the second, dated 5 
August 1924, shows the production model, 
and the third illustrates the same camera with 
a numbered key naming the various parts of 
the camera, also incorporating the first use of 
the name ‘Leica’, these prints come together 
with a fourth framed piece writted by Gianni 
Rogliatti explaining in detail the significance 
of each of these drawings, framed and glazed, 
signed and numbered, H49cm, W68 £100-200

Stereo Cameras
 

538. A Wray Stereo Graphic Camera, 
serial no. 002477, chrome, shutter working, 
body, G, with wray stereo 35mm f/4 lenses, 
elements, G, with maker’s case £40-60
 

539. A Sawyers View-Master Stereo 
Color Camera, serial no. 4860, chrome, shutter 
working, body, G, with Rodenstock 20mm 
f/2.8 Trinar lenses, barrel, F, minor paint loss, 
elements, G, with maker’s case £50-70
 

540. A Iloca Stereo II Camera, serial 
no. 310858, chrome, shutter working, body, 
F-G,tape covering to film door, with 35mm 
f/3.5 Jlitar lenses, no. 32672A/B, elements, G, 
with maker’s case £60-80
 
541. A Nimslo 3D Camera, serial no. 
239210822, black, untested, body, G, rubber 
beginning to perish, with a Nimslo Opti-Lite 
flash gun, instruction manual and outfit case
 £60-80

 
542. A Wray Stereo Graphic Camera, 
serial no. 004157, chrome, shutter working, 
body, G, previous owners name inscribed to 
rear of top plate, with wray stereo 35mm f/4 
lenses, elements, G, with maker’s case
 £40-60

Cine Cameras & Accessories
 

543. A SEI Exposure Photometer, body, 
G, some rubber degradation around battery 
compartment, untested, with maker’s case
 £40-60
 
544. Retouching Desks, one mahogany, 
with mirror base and drawer, knob missing, 
circa 1900, 290mm wide and one stained 
wood, with drawer containing tools and 
implements of various periods to modern, 
circa 1910, 440mm wide (2), P-F £70-100
 
545. Various Items, three wood and 
metal printing blocks for photographic 
advertisements, set of Waterhouse stops, 
in leather case, miniature white-glazed 
earthenware mug, decorated with silhouettes 
of beach donkey, children, sailor and 
photographer with plate camera, 63mm high, 
a.f., and brass helical focusing screen magnifier, 
50mm high (a lot) £40-60
 
546. A Busch Extinction Meter, black 
enamelled, rotating wheel stops, body, F, some 
brassing and minor dents to outer rim £20-30
 
547. A Gitzo G508 Tele Studex Tripod, 
grey, with triple extension legs, body, VG, with 
G1570 tripod head, complete with control arm 
and maker’s case £100-200
 
548. Billingham Bag, model 550, khaki, 
tan trim, detachable end bags, 60cm x 29cm x 
30cm, G £150-200
 
549. Billingham Bag, model 445, sage, tan 
trim, 42cm x 22cm x 30cm, VG £80-120
 
550. Billingham Bag, model 555, khaki, 
tan trim, padded inserts, dust cover, 42cm x 
27cm x 30cm, VG £150-200
 
551. Billingham Bag, model 335, khaki, 
tan trim, dust cover, 38cm x 24cm x 27cm, 
G-VG £80-120
 
552. Billingham Bag, model 550, 
detachable end bags, padded inserts, khaki, 
tan trim, 60cm x 29cm x 30cm, VG £150-200
 
553. Billingham Bag, model 335, khaki, 
tan trim, padded inserts, dust cover, 38cm x 
24cm x 27cm, VG £80-120
 
554. Billingham Bag, Lye Stourbridge 
England label,khaki bag tan trim, probably an 
early model,35cm x 25cm x 15cm, G £60-80
 
555. Billingham Bag, cordura, Lye 
Stourbridge England label, Khaki bag tan trim, 
32cm x 20cm x 20cm, G-VG £60-80
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 556. Billingham Bag, cordura, khaki, tan 
trim, padded inserts, 32cm x 20cm x 20cm, VG
 £60-80
 
557. Billingham Bag, f4.5, sage, tan trim, 
38cm x 12cm x 30cm, G £40-60
 

558. A Bolex Paillard H8 Leader Cine 
Camera, serial no. 115979, 1955, body, G-VG, 
with lenses; a Som Berthiot Pan-Cinor 10-
30mm f/2.8 lens, elements, G, Kern Paillard 
Yvar 13mm f/2.8 lens, elements, G, Yvar 36mm 
f/2.8, elements, G, together with accessories 
including a handle grip, lens hoods and 
instructions, in maker’s outfit case £100-150

559. A sinaCAM HDC-1 Camera Head, 
serial no. 0089, native C mount, body F, 
apparent split to mounting ring repaired, CCD 
sensor, untested, with body cap £400-600

560. Biographies and Autobiographies 
of Photographers, Henry Cartier-Bresson The 
Modern Century, Galassi, P, Thames & Hudson, 
2010, Manray, Baldwin, N, Hamish Hamilton, 
1988, Unreasonable behaviour, McCullen D, 
Alfred A Knoph, 1992, Margaret Bourke White, 
Goldberg B, William Heiniman, 1987, Bert 
Hardy My Life, Gorden Fraser, 1985, Lewis 
Carrol, Gernshein, H, Thames & Hudson, 1980, 
& four others, G (10) £ 50-80

561. Books About Photography & 
Photographers, La Photographie Francaise, 
Nourri, C, Contrejour, 1988, Paris, Russell, J, 
Brassai, Batsford, 1961, Camille Silvy, River 
scene, Francem Haworth-Booth, M, Getty 
Museum, 1992, Edward Weston Leaves of 
Grass, Whitman, W Paddingotn Press Ltd, 1976, 
and others, some with authors signatures, 
facsimilie humorous Victorian Cartoon strip 
on photographic subject and magazines (a lot) 
£50-80

562. Books About Cameras and 
Photographic Practice, Cameras, Coe, B, 
Marshall Cavendish, 1980, The Kodak Museum, 
, 1947, An Age of Cameras, Holme E, Fountain 
Press, 1974, with dedication, Barnes Museum 
Catalogue Part 2, 1970, other books and 
magazines (a lot) £20-30

563. Reid & Sigrist Sales Brochures and 
Original Flash Synchronising Instructions, 
illustrating the camera features together 
with a pamphlet for the precision accessories 
available and a typed letter dated August 1954 
explaining the ‘B’ and ‘E’ flash synchronisation 
settings from the Braunstone Works, 
Leicestershire £30-50

564. Zeiss Ikon Publications, a qty of 
literature on the Contarex System; repair and 
instruction manuals, advice on best use and 
more £30-50
 
565. A Collection of Leica Literature, 
including a run of Leica Historica 
Vidom magazine, various Leitz related 
correspondences, a facsimile instruction 
manuals for the Leica motor winder, M3, M2, 
R3 & R4 together with a short run of The 
Amateur Photographer Magazine dating from 
1937  £30-50
 
566. McKeown’s Price Guide to Antique 
and Classic Cameras, 2001-2002, 11th Edition, 
hardback, in good condition  £30-50
 
567. A Collection of Literature on Zeiss, 
including Zeiss Ikon Catalogue Numbers 
1926-1972, Only Zeiss, the Contax Collectors 
Checklist,  german literature including, ‘Auf 
den Spurren der Contax’ by Hans-Jurgen Kuc,  
Contarex Praxis, together with various titles 
regarding Sub miniature cameras including 
‘Spy Camera’ by Michael Pritchard and Douglas 
St. Denny £30-50

568. A Collection of Photographic 
Literature, titles include, Photographic Cases 
by Adele Kenny, guides to the restoration 
and repair of classic cameras, together with a 
collectors guide to Rollei and Rolleiflex cameras 
 £30-50
 
569. The British Journal of Photography 
Almanac, a run of 15 editions, 1924 - 1939
 £40-60

END OF AUCTION
 

 

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Internet Buyers Premium: 20.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 24.6% of the Hammer Price
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior  
 
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon 
his authority. In these Terms of Sale the words 'you', 'yours', etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the 
Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale. 

Conditions of Sale  
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own 
risk. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused. 
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof 
of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place 
before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are 
responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing 
a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and 
authenticity.  
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the 
room, telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid; an additional 3% premium will be charged for all bidding via the online 
platform; c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.  
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge 
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that 
VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer's premium. VAT will be chargeable at 
the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the 
European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) 
indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT 
(currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer's 
premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the 
hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers' Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is 
not recoverable as input tax.  
Payment:  Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash 
(maximum £10000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful 
telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for 
packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance 
cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer 
regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect 
or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following 
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within 
this time period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  
Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true 
owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any 
third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as 
amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have 
placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither 
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any 
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.  
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot 
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of 
each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the 
Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of 
any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. 
Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling 
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for 
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect 
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for 
the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot 
in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We 
will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that 
interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to 
our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items. 
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81 GREENHAM BUSINESS PARK, NEWBURY, RG19 6HW
TELEPHONE: 01635 580 595 

mail@specialauctionservices.com
CM170718

NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ________________________

TELEPHONE:  ___________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________

IDENTIFICATION PROVIDED: ____________________  METHOD OF PAYMENT _____________

PREFERRED METHOD OF COLLECTION /DESPATCH OF PURCHASES ____________________

AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________  

To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve. The 
prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax 
together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.  
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future 
auctions. 
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of 
my purchases is required.

SIGNED: __________________________________________  DATE: ___________________________

Lot Number Description Max Bid (£)

Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

Paddle
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